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On January 9, 1958, the President of the United States sent
his annual State of the Union Message to Congress. The message
advised Congress that two overriding tasks confronted our nation
in the light of present world conditions—the ensuring of our
safety through strength and the building of a genuine peace.
To accomplish these objectives the Chief Executive outlined
eight major items which required action. One of the eight was
defense reorganization. The President advised Congress that a
subsequent message would outline specific proposals on defense
matters.
Accordingly, on April 3, 1958, a message was addressed to
Congress transmitting recommendations relative to the entire
Defense Establishment. Some of the recommendations could be
effected by executive action; others required legislative action
Some proposals involved only procedural changes which could be
easily effected; others pertained to organizational changes
which would seriously alter current lines of authority and
responsibility.
Within minute after the broadcast of the Presidents April
Message the bitter harangue began. Personnel in the Defense
Establishment, military and civilian alike, scanned every word
for indications of loss of authority or prestige for the indi-
vidual services. Members of Congress scrutinized the Message
carefully for threats to their constitutional control. The man
in the street did not fully understand the furor but was eager
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to discuss it knowingly. Representatives of the various news
media embraced this choice tidbit with open arms and exploited
it to the fullest. The clamor finally subsided with enactment
into law on August 6, 1958, of the Department of Defense Re-
organization Act of 1958.
The issue which excited so much public attention was
basically the establishment of lines of authority. Would not
the I residents proposals concentrate too much authority in the
hands of one man—the Secretary of Defense? Was not this a
step in the direction of ultimate elimination of the military
services as separate entities? Would not Congress be re-
linquishing its constitutional responsibilities relating to
the national security? During the four months of discussion,
budgetary considerations received attention mainly in the light
of control. The dangers of permitting the Secretary of Defense
to have too great freedom in managing the lion's share of the
federal budget were emphasized. Frequently expressions such as
"streamlining the Department of Defense" and "increasing the
efficiency cf the defense organization" were used. On the
whole, however, the zealous concern was for infringement upon
existing authority.
Nonetheless, any organizational change normally has
budgetary implications. The military comptrollers and their
various associates who operate under a variety of titles
carefully followed each phase of the proposed Department of
iii

Defense reorganization, watching for evidence of ways in which
their functions would be affected. In the final analysis,
there were more such implications than are evident from a
cursory study of the organizational changes.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the changes
effected in the Department cf Defense organization in the past
year with reference to their impact upon budgeting and the
comptrollership functions. Chapter I summarizes the proposals
made by the President, the Congressional action, and the impli-
cations for the comptroller. In Chapter II the implementation
of various phases of the reorganization which affect budgeting
and comptrollership is discussed. Chapter III turns to the
newly constituted Joint Staff, one of the major organizational
changes, and considers its place in the budgetary picture.
Since the line of authority to the unified commander was one of
the vital issues in the reorganization, it is fitting that
Chapter IV be devoted to budgeting and comptrollership changes
in these commands. The effects of the new unified command
structure upon budgeting procedures and comptrollership functions
in the Department of Defense and in the individual services are
presented in Chapter V. Chapter VI summarizes current and
known future developments and assays a bit of prognostication.
It must be emphasized that, although most of the changes
in the Department of Defense organization which were decreed by
execut 4 ve or legislative action have been implemented, they are
still in the formulatlve stages. Organizational lines are
iv

fairly well drawn, but procedures are still subject to much
trial and error. Because of the great impact which they will
have, some procedures are still being studied under a "make
haste slowly" policy. Directives covering functions and re-
sponsibilities of the various organizational elements are in
the process of being issued. Consequently, the major source
of material for this paper has been interviews.
Apf roximately thirty interviews were conducted with key
military officers and civilian officials in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, various offices in the headquarters of
tie Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force, in two unified
commands, and in the Bureau of the Budget. Names of individuals
interviewed are not disclosed nor are any of the interviewees
quoted directly in the paper. Assurance that this procedure
would be followed was given to each, although none requested
anonymity. Since so much of the information gleaned is still
a matter of opinion or conjecture, however, it is considered
best to present the material which follows as a composite
picture of budgeting and ccmptrollership in the future as some
of the best minds in the Department of Defense see it.
I cannot adequately express my appreciation for the keen
interest and complete cooperation of all those whom I contacted.
Without the frank expression of opinion received and helpful
suggestions offered this paper could not have been written.
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The most significant changes which have been made in the
organization of the Department of Defense during the past year
are well-known to the potential readers of this paper. The
pros and cons of the newly established lines of authority have
been well covered in other writings. In general, however, the
effect of the organizational changes on the work of the comp-
trollers has been overlooked. In order to identify the impli-
cations of this type it will be helpful to review the
President^ original proposals and the executive and legislative
action which was taken.
Ih£ LxesiaenVs Message
In the Message which President Eisenhower sent to Congress
on April 3, 1958, he discussed the administrative and legis-
lative changes which he considered essential to the effective
direction of the entire Defense Establishment. They stemmed
from two basic principles which he stated as follows:
First, separate ground, sea, and air warfare is
gone forever. If ever again we should be involved in
war, we will fight it in all elements, with all
services, as one single concentrated effort. Peacetime
preparatory and organizational activity must conform
to this fact. Strategic and tactical planning must be
completely unified, combat forces organized into
unified commands, each equipped with the most efficient
weapons systems that science can develop, singly led
and prepared to fight as one, regardless of service.

The accomplishment of this result is the basic
function of the Secretary of Defense, advised and
assisted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and operating
under the supervision of the Commander in Chief.
Additionally, Secretary of Defense authority,
especially in respect to the development of new
weapons, must be clear and direct, and flexible in
the management of funds. I romp t decisions and
elimination of wasteful activity must be primary
goals. 1
The President asserted that the end results of adoption
of these two principles would be;
Strategic planning will be unified.
Our fighting forces will be formed into unified
commands effectively organized for the attainment of
national objectives.
Military command channels will be streamlined.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff will be provided professional
military assistance required for efficient strategic
planning and operational control.
The control and supervision of the Secretary of Defer.se
over military research and development will be strengthened.
The Secretary of Defense will be granted needed flexi-
bility in the management of defense funds.
The Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff
will be given a direct voice in the appointment, as-
signment, and removal of officers in the top two
military ranks.
The authority of the Secretary of Defense will be
clarified to enable him to function as a fully effective
agent of the President as Commander in Chief.
The overall efficiency of the Defense Department will
be increased.
The tendency toward service rivalry and controversy,
which has so deeply troubled the American people, will
be sharply reduced.
2
U. S. President, 1953 - (Eisenhower), Recommendations
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To achieve the complete unity in strategic planning and
basic operational direction which he considered so vital the
Chief Executive made six specific proposals:
1. That the fighting forces be organized into operational
commands that are truly unified, each assigned a mission in full
accord with overall military objectives.
2. That command channels be cleared so that orders would
proceed directly to unified commands from the Commander in Chief
and Secretary of Defense.
3. That the military staff in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense be strengthened in order to provide the Commander in
Chief and the Secretary of Defense with the professional as-
sistance needed for strategic planning and for operational
direction of the unified commands.
4. That the three military departments be continued as
agencies within the Department of Defense to administer a wide
range of functions.
5. That the research and development functions of the
Department be reorganized in order to make the best use of our
scientific and technological resources.
6. That all doubts as to the full authority of the
Secretary of Defense be removed.
In his message the President indicated those items which
had been or could be changed by executive action. He advised
Congress that draft legislation covering the remainder of the
proposals would be transmitted to it by the Secretary of
Defense. He urged the lawmakers to consider these items
promptly and to cooperate fully in enacting the necessary laws.
In conclusion Mr. Eisenhower stated;
...let us clearly understand that through these various
actions we will have moved forward in many important ways.
We will have better prepared our country to meet an
emergency which could come with little warning.
We will have improved our military planning.

We will have accelerated decisionmaking processes.
fte will have effectively organized our defense programs
in the crucial fields of science and technology.
»»e will have remedied organizational defects which have
encouraged harmful service rivalries.
we will have improved the overall efficiency and unity
of our great Defense Pstablishrnent.
In our country, under the Constitution, effective mili-
tary defense requires a partnership of the Congress and the
Executive. Thus, acting in accord with our respective
duties and our highest tradition, we shall achieve an ef-
ficient defense organization capable of safeguarding our
freedom and serving us in our quest for an enduring
peace. 3
Reaction to the President's proposals was mixed, but nega-
tive attitudes predominated.
The Defense reorganization plan was received in Congress
and the Pentagon with the same enthusiasm a steer gets
when it hits the slaughterhouse floor. There were plenty
of butchers ready to carve it up.
Minutes after the plan was unveiled by President
Eisenhower it was evident that there would be a big fight.
Congress is unwilling to go along with the idea of ap-
propriating all Defense funds to the Secretary cf Defense.
The military isn't talking officially but unofficially is
finding a lot of faults with the scheme. 4
Jh& BgQggaoUaUgn &&1
The proposed legislation as drafted in the Department of
Defense was transmitted to Congress promptly and was introduced
in the House of Representatives on April 16. Bitter words,
both spoken and written, were numerous. Typical is the statement




Ted Bush, *lke Defense Han faces Fight on Hill," Navy
Tjmes. April 12, 1958, p. 1.

on Armed Services:
Mr. Speaker , I knew of nc concept more dangerous to the
security of the United States than that which the (resident
recommends in his message with respect to the appropriation
of funds. No Secretary of Defense has the ability, the
knowledge, the clairvoyance, the time, the strength and the
wisdom to assume the operational control of the entire mill'
tary establishment. Today he has three military services
to assist him in this tremenekus undertaking. Today we
appropriate funds to the three military departments, but
the Secretary of Defense has all of the authority necessary
to control the expenditure of those funds once they haye
been appropriated.
But, Mr. Speaker, X do not intend to be a party to any
statute, system or device which seeks to give the Secre-
tary of Defense complete control over the original ap-
propriation of funds as well as their ultimate disposition.
I am convinced that the collective wisdom of the
Congress of the United States supersedes the collective
wisdom of the Secretary cf Defense.
5
Hearings by the Committee on Armed Services involved
twenty-two separate sessions and lasted approximately four
weeks. ( n May 22 the Committee reported a bill described as
one "which seeks to accomplish the objectives sought by all— a
more efficient organization of the Department of Defense and
mere effective national security. "& The President was well
pleased with the bill on the whole and addressed a letter to
Mr. Vinson commending the Committee on its work in which he
5
Representative Carl Vinson, Address to the House cf
Representatives, April lo, 1958.
6
U. S* Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services,
P*partc\ent ui izim se freorqanlsatlaa Ati c£ 12S&. 85th Congress,
2d Sess., 1958, H. Kept. 1765 to accompany H. R, 12541.

stated: "... by and large the bill seems to deal positively with
every major problem I presented to the Congress.
"
7
He did raise two objections and suggest changes in wording
which he believed "would make the committee's revision clearer
in intent and more clear cut in effect within the Defense De-
partment, and therefore would result in greater departmental
and operational efficiency. nfc One objection pertained to
broadening the powers of the Secretary of Defense. In rebuttal
the Report of the Committee on Armed Services said:
But in the spirit of decentralization, as stated by
the President in his message, and because of the magnitude
of this fantastic undertaking, which involves the expendi-
ture of approximately $40 billion annually, it is incon-
ceivable and impossible for any one individual to know
every aspect of the functioning of the Department of Defense.
For that reason, the present National Security Act wisely
contemplates that there will be three military departments
within the Department of Defense—the Department of the
Army, the Department of the Navy, and the Department of
the Air Force.
This is the type of decentralization which is essential
in an organization responsible for the expenditure of $40
billion annually. This arrangement pinpoints responsi-
bility, clarifies once and for all, the civilian line of
command, and removes all doubts as to the position of the
Secretary cf Defense and his authority and control. It
precludes the creation of a fourth operating department
within the Military Establishment, but strengthens beyond
all doubt the absolute and complete authority of the
Secretary of Defense whenever it is necessary for the
Secretary of Defense to exercise the authority, direction,
and control necessary for the efficient operation and ef-
fective organization of our Military Establishment."
7
U. S. President, letter to Honorable Carl Vinson, Chairman,





U. S. Congress, House, oj£. cjt. . pp. 7-8.

The President's second objection dealt with the manner in
which major combatant functions could be transferred, reas-
signed, abolished, or consolidated. On this point the Com-
mittee's defense was Congress' constitutional responsibilities
relating to the national security. The Report said in part:
Congress must exercise its constitutional responsi-
bility in this particular area. Under existing law,
combatant functions which are assigned to the four mili-
tary services cannot be transferred, reassigned, consoli-
dated or abolished. It is contended that this deprives
the Secretary of Defense of needed flexibility in the
Military Establishment and prevents him from eliminating
unnecessary duplication and overlapping, particularly
in relatively minor areas.
The Committee does net believe that it could give to
the Secretary of Defense, or any member of the executive
branch of the Government, the right to abolish, consoli-
date, transfer or reassign a major combatant function by
simply notifying the Congress and then waiting 30 days.
Such a grant of authority on the part of the Congress to
the executive branch of the Government would constitute
a complete surrender of a Constitutional responsibility
imposed upon the Congress. 1^
The bill as approved by the Committee was passed by the
House of Representatives and went to the Senate where it was
referred to the Committee on Armed Services. After nearly two
months' study this Committee reported its version on July 17
and the Senate passed the amended bill. Although the Senate
bill amended the House bill by striking out all which followed the
enacting clause, there were only three major areas of difference
between the two. The differences involved t
1. The method by which the military Secretaries would




62. The authority of the Secretary of Defense to transfer,
reassign, consolidate, or abolish combatant functions;
3. The right of a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
including the Commandant of the Marine Corps in matters per-
taining tc the Marine Corps, and a military Secretary, to
present to the Congress, on his own initiative, recommendations
relating to the Department of Defense.
Since the differences were largely a question of semantics,
they were quite readily resolved within a week. The final
version represented a true compromise between the House and
Senate bills. The compromise version passed both Houses without
further controversy on July 24, 1958, and was signed by the
President en August 6, 1958. **
Executive aq£ Legislative Acllao
The Chief Executive had gotten most of what he asked for.
The principal conflict stemmed from the never-ending tug-of-war
between the executive and legislative branches over control of
functions. There was no disagreement with regard to objectives;
the problem area lay in the method of legislative expression.
Congress had sensed a threat tc its constitutional authority
and took great care to insert safeguards against concentration
of too much power in the hands of the executive branch. The
way was cleared, however, for sweeping reorganization in the
Department of Defense and establishment of new chains of command.
11
U.S., Congress, £a Afil i£ Eremite && rtaUfiflil CtefflQftfl
bx frrfividlus far fisoraanUaUgn ot lb£ Papartflmt oi U&1&&2L&* aod
for other purposes - Public Law 599, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 1958.

Table 1 shows the President's proposals in detail in the
first column, with the executive and legislative action on
each shown in the next two columns. The final column shows
additional provisions which the Congress included in the legis-
lation. It is not necessary for the purposes of this paper to
discuss each cf the points in detail, but the measures which
are pertinent will be referred to from time to time.
implications tax, .thfi.iffULtary CwtroUgr.
Although "budget" and "money" were not frequently used in
the many discussicns, it is evident from the frequent use cf
the wcrd "efficiency" that both the President and Congress were
thinking in terms of dollars. "Narrowly defined, efficiency
has to do with performing the same tasks with less expendi-
tures of effort and money or of doing a bigger or better job
at the same or lower cost. "12 This concept of efficiency
apparently was what everyone had in mind. Mr. Eisenhower
stated:
The need to maintain an effective deterrent to war
becomes ever more critical. In this situation, we must
find mere efficient and economical means of developing
new devices and fitting them into our Defense Establish-
ment.
Moreover, the new weapons and other defense undertakings
are so costly as to heavily burden cur entire economy . We
must achieve the utmost military efficiency in order to
generate maximum power from the resources we have availa-
ble. 13
12
Frederick C. Mosher, "Lid Concepts and New Problems,"
Eukiic. Administration Egy-lew. summer, 1958, p. 173
13
U. S., President, cjj. til. » pp. 2-3.
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10 TABLE J
ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS
1. Organize fighting forces into
operational commands that are truly uni-
fied, each assigned a mission in full
accord with overall military objectives.
a. All operational forces organized
into truly unified commands es-
tablished by Commander in Chief in
Department of Defense but separate
from military departments.
b. Unified commander to have un-
questioned authority over units of
his command, with forces assigned
and removed by Secretary of Defense
or Commander in Chief.
c. Present law, including certain
restrictions relating to combatant
functions, be amended so as to re-
move all obstacles to unity of




LEGISLATIONS .L . 85-599)
a. and b. Sec. 5. Unified and
specified commands es-
tablished by President through
Secretary of Defense, with advice
and assistance of Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Forces as determined by
three departments. Such combat-
ant commands responsible to
President and Secretary of Defensje
for missions assigned by Secre-
tary of Defense with approval of
President. Forces assigned to
such commands under full oper-
ational command of unified or
specified commander. All forces
not so assigned under re-
spective departments. Each
military department responsible
for administration of its forces
assigned to such combatant com-
mands. Support of forces as-
signed to such commands vested
in one or more departments as
directed by Secretary of
Defense. Forces can be trans-
ferred out only by authority of
Secretary of Defense as approved
by President.
c. Sec. 4. Statutory command
status of Chief of Naval Oper-
ations and Chief of Staff,
Air Force, removed. Each
service chief shall exercise
such supervision over such
members and organizations of
his services as his Secretary
determines. Supervision shall
be exercised in a manner con-
sistent with full operational
command vested in unified/ tpecl-
fied commanders.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIU IS (P .L. 85-599

11
V RESIDEN T •S PROPOSAL S
2. Clear Command channels so that orders
will proceed directly to unified commands
from Commander in Chief and Secretary of
Defense.
a. Discontinue use of military de-
partments as executive agents for
unified commands.
b. Repeal statutory authority which
vests responsibilities for military
operations in any official other than
Secretary of Defense.
3. Strengthen military staff in office
of Secretary of Defense in order to
provide Commander in Chief and Secretary
of Defense with professional assistance
needed for strategic planning and oper-
ational direction of unified commands.
a. Joint Chiefs of Staff to serve as
staff assisting Secretary of Defense
in his exercise of direction over
unified commands.
b. Joint Staff must be further
unified and strengthened in order
to provide operational and planning
assistance formerly furnished by
staffs of military departments.





of Defense to discon-
tinue use of executive
agents for unified com-
mands.
a. Issued instructions
to Secretary of Defense
that Joint Chiefs of
Staff function is to
advise and assist
Secretary of Defense
in respect to their





of Defense to discon-






LEGISLATION (P .L .85-599)
b. Sec. A. Same as c. above.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS (P .L . 85-599)
Sec. 5. Raises limit for
Joint Staff to 400 officers,
selected in approximately equal
lumbers from three departments.
Sec. 5. Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, with advice of Joint Chiefs
of Staff and approval of Secretary
of Defense shall select Director,
Joint Staff, who must be junior
to members of Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Tenure of Director and
members of Joint Staff limited to
three years and restrictions
placed on recall of officers to
Joint Staff duty. Joint Staff
shall not operate or be organized
as overall General Staff, but may
operate along conventional staff
lines to support Joint Chiefs of





PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS EXECUTIVE ACTION LEGISLATION (P .L. 85-599) ADDITIONAL PROVISIUNS(P .L. 85-599]
d. Authorize Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, to assign duties to Joint Staff with
Approval of Secretary of Defense.
e. Make clear chiefs of military services
may delegate portion of service responsi-
bilities to vice chiefs.
f. Remove provision that Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, may not vote.
d. Sec. 5. Joint Staff shall
perform such duties as Joint
Chiefs of Staff or Chairman
prescribes. Chairman manages
Joint Staff and its Director on
behalf of Joint Chiefs of Staff.
e. Sec. 6. Vice Chiefs of mili-
tary services have such au-
thority and duties in respective
departments as chiefs may dele-
gate or prescribe to them with
approval of service Secretaries.
f. Sec. 7. Eliminates "who has
no vote" from description of
role of Chairman, Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
4. Continue three military departments
as agencies within Department of Defense
to administer wide range of functions.
a. Eliminate one or two of Assistant
Secretaries authorized for each mili-
tary department.
b. Leave determination of duties of
Assistant Secretaries to each service
Secretary.
a. Sec. 8. An Under Secretary
and three Assistant Secretaries
prescribed in each military de-
partment.
b. Sec. 8. Provides that duties
of Assistant Secretaries shall
be prescribed by Secretary.
5. Organize research and development
functions of Department of Defense in
order to make best use of scientific and
technological resources.
a. Establish new position of Director
of Defense Research and Engineering in
place of Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Research and Engineering, with
salary equal to Secretaries of military
departments and to rank immediately
after service Secretaries and above
Assistant Secretaries of Defense. 1
a. Sec. 9. Director of Defense
Research and Engineering to be
appointed by President with advice
and consent of Senate to take
precedence after service Secre-
taries and to receive compen-
sation same as service Secre-
taries.
Sec. 9. Secretary of Defense or
designee, subject to approval of
President, authorized to engage
in basic and applied research
projects essential to responsi-
bilities of Department of
Defense by contract, through
military departments, or by





b. Functions should be to advise
Secretary of Defense on scientific and
technical matters, to supervise all
research and engineering activities in
Department of Defense, including those
of Advanced Research Projects Agency
and Office of Director of Guided
Missiles, to direct research and engi-






b. Sec. 9. To perform such
duties as Secretary of Defense
may prescribe including: be
principal adviser to Secretary
of Defense on scientific and
technical matters; supervise
all research and engineering
activities in Department of




by Secretary of Defense to
require centralized management
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS ( P .L . 85-599
)
Department of Defense. Necessary
funds authorized to be ap-
propriated. Public Law 85-325
(authorizing Advanced Research
Projects Agency) amended to
conform with above.
6. Remove all doubts as to full authority
of Secretary of Defense.
a. Secretary should have greater
flexibility in money matters, both
among and within military departments.
b. Eliminate such provisions as those
prescribing separate administration of
military departments and other needless
and injurious restraints on authority





in form to give Secf-e-
tary of Defense suff
ficient directive
authority over fund*.
c. Remove doubts concerning Secretary's
authority to transfer, reassign,
abolish, or consolidate functions of
Department of Defense.
b. Sec. 3. Each military de-
partment shall be separately
organized under own Secretary
and shall function under di-
rection, authority and control
of Secretary of Defense. Secre
tary of military department
shall be responsible to Secre-
tary of Defense for operation oi
department as well as its ef-
ficiency.
c. Sec. 3. Manner in which Secr(
tary of Defense may transfer,
reassign, abolish or consolidate
functions established by law to
be performed by Department of
Defense or any officer or agency
thereof is specified; must
notify Armed Services Committee)
of House and Senate and then
wait specified period for reso
lution opposing. Weapons and
Sec. 3. Secretary of Defense
shall submit annual report to
President and Congress covering
expenditures, work, and accomplish
ments of Department of Defense,
including recommendations, sepa-
rate reports from military de-
partments and statements showing
savings and eliminations of dupli
cations. Service Secretary or
member of Joint Chiefs of Staff
shall not be prevented from
presenting to Congress on own
initiative after informing Secre-
tary of Defense any recommen-
dation he deems proper. No
Assistant Secretary of Defense
shall have authority to issue
orders to military department
unless authority in specific
subject area delegated in writing
and orders are issued through
service Secretary or his designee
Each service Secretary, his civ-
ilian assistants and military
personnel shall cooperate fully
with personnel of Office of Secre
tary of Defense to achieve ef-
ficient administration and carry

14 TABLE 1
PRES IDENT • S PROPOSAL.
S
d. Allow Secretary of Defense seven
Assistant Secretaries plus Director of
Defense Research and Engineering and
General Counsel.
e. Review operating methods of various
staffs in Office of Secretary of Defense
and interdepartmental committee structure
within Department in effort to accelerate
entire decisionmaking process.
f . Review numbers and activities of
personnel of various military departments
engaged in legislative liaison and public
affairs activities in Washington area.
g. Principal assistant for legislative
liaison should be civilian official, an
Assistant Secretary of Defense.
I'h. Promotions and assignments of all
, officers above two-star rank should be
controlled by President on recommendation
of Secretary of Defense and suggestions













of Defense to strengthen
Defense Department
supervision over legis-
lative liaison and public
affairs activities and
move personnel and
activities into C ffice
of Secretary of Defense
as necessary.
g. Nominated civilian





of three-star and above
be made only on recom-
mendation of Secretary
of Defense with advice
of Secretaries of mili-
tary departments and
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Continued
LEGISLATION^ .L. 85-599) ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS (P .L . 85-599)
weapons systems and supply
service activities exempt from
restrictions. Also President
may transfer functions in event
of hostilities or threat of
hostilities.
d. Sec. 9. Position of Director
of Defense Research and Engi-
neering established.
Sec. 10. Seven Assistant
Secretaries of Defense
authorized.
out direction, authority and
control of Secretary of Defense.





i. Authorize Secretary of Defense to





i. Sec. 11. President may
transfer commissioned officers
between services. Secretary of
Defense to establish policies
and procedures for transfers.
Officer may not gain precedent
by transfer.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIOMS(p .L. 85-599)
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The House Committee on Armed Services summarized the bill which
it reported as follows;
The proposed legislation provides for
1. Unity in strategic planning.
2. Unit of military command.
3. Unity in our fighting forces, and
4. Streamlining of the Department of Defense.
5. It provides for the most efficient and least
costly defensive system that can be devised.
6. It broadens and removes all doubt as to the
authority of the Secretary of Defense by eliminating the
words "separately administered.
"
7. It speeds up the chain of command.
8. It integrates our combatant forces.
9. It gives our Joint Chiefs of Staff the professional
assistance needed for the unified direction of our combat-
ant forces.
10. It places defense research and engineering under
one responsible official with the power to step unneces-
sary duplication, speed up essential work and eliminate
unnecessary competition or rivalry.
11. But it preserves to the Congress Its constitutional
responsibility to provide for an Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps.
In short, it provides for America's security with solvency
through the proper exercise of executive and legislative
responsibility.!4
The objective seemed not to be cutting the defense budget
but rather exercising better control which would result in
getting more for each dollar spent. Secretary of Defense
McElroy was questioned on this point before the Senate Committee
on Armed Services.
McElroy did not foresee any substantial reduction in
the requirement for defense funds except in the event of
a change in the international situation. He estimated
that the main accomplishment of the reorganization plan
14
U. S., Congress, House, ££. cit . . p. 15.
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would be to "avoid Intolerable" increases in defense
spending. He said the main area for savings would be
research and engineering. 15
Obviously, then, although mentioned only once in the
President's Message and not at all in the Reorganization Act,
the military comptroller is a key figure in successfully
achieving the objectives of the reorganization. At this time,
there are six main areas which merit a discussion of their
effect on comptrollership:
1. Realignment cf personnel
2. New appropriation structure
3. New research and development setup
4. Transfer of functions
5. New Joint Staff organization
6. New chain of command for unified and specified
commands
These may affect budgeting procedures, amounts budgeted or
responsibility for control.
It is too early yet to assess the full impact of the
changes on the work of comptrollers or even to identify all cf
the factors. In Chapter II, however, a more detailed analysis
cf developments tc date and portended in the future is attempted.
15
Katherine Johnsen, "Aim of Reorganization Bill is
Disputed," Aylat^cn ft'effc . June 23, 1958, p. 22.

CHAPTER II
IMPLEMENTATION OF AREAS AFFECTING COMPTROi LERSHIP
Not only did most of the President's proposals which
required legislative action receive Congressional approval
through the Reorganization Act, but they are also in the process
of implementation. Not enough time has elapsed for all phases
of the reorganization to be functioning smoothly, but the first
steps have been taken. The military comptrollers report that
they have felt few drastic effects as yet, but there are
certain areas in which they anticipate change and they are
awaiting developments.
BeaUanwerU ol pjsgonael
As is the case in any reorganization, the changes in the
Department cf Defense brought about considerable shifting of
personnel. So far as can be ascertained at this stage, however,
these shifts will have little or no effect upon the overall
budget. Changes will be restricted to the allocation of funds
and responsibility for their control.
The Reorganization Act, in accordance with the President's
request, reduced the number cf Assistant Secretaries in the
Department of Defense from nine tc seven. Actually no change





and eight Assistant Secretaries, one of whom was the Assistant
Secretary for Research and Engineering. The latter is now
replaced by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
who takes precedence immediately after the service Secre-
taries. The other seven Assistant Secretaries and the General
Counsel remain. Thus personnel strength in the Department of
Defense has not been reduced, and it is conceivable that it
may be augmented in time by the strengthening of the staff of
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
The number of Assistant Secretaries in each of the Mili-
tary Departments was likewise reduced from four to three. Thus
far this reduction has had no effect on personnel strengths in
the Departments since responsibility for the functions performed
have merely been transferred to other officials. The Act also
specifies that the duties of the Assistant Secretaries shall
be prescribed by the service Secretary. This provision caused
many conjectures as to which Assistant Secretary would be
deleted in each service.
The Navy elected tc eliminate the Assistant Secretary
for Financial Management, who was also Comptroller. The Under
Secretary of the Navy assumed the functions as additional
duties, however, and tc date there have been no basic changes
in the Navy Comptroller's organization. If this arrangement
continues, it seems logical to assume that the Deputy Comp-
troller, a flag officer, may assume a mere prominent role in




at present, however, for the Franke Report,*" just released,
recommends that the three Assistant Secretaries of the Navy
be for Financial Management, Material, and Research and
Development. The Secretary of the Army has assigned Assistant
Secretaries for Financial Management, Logistics, and Manpower,
Fersonnel and Reserve Forces, and the Secretary cf the Air
Force elected to have Assistant Secretaries for Financial
Management, Material, and Research and Development.
A further comment about the Franke Report is appropriate
since it was an outgrowth of the Reorganization Act. The
committee was set up to study the organization of the Navy
and to recommend appropriate changes. In general, the rea-
lignments which it has proposed are based on the function of
the Navy Department as set forth in the Reorganization Act.
, ther changes are recommended to streamline the command channels
within the Department. Other than the designation of the
Assistant Secretaries, the major changes suggested are:
1. Deletion of present Restricted Line officer categories
and creation of a new Technical Corps.
16
Report of a committee headed by Mr. William B. Franke,
Under Secretary of the Navy. Other members were: Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Material); Vice Chief of Naval oper-
ations; Commandant of the Marine Corps Schools; Administrative
Assistant to the Secretary of the Navy; Special Assistant to
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans and iolicy);
Special Assistant to the Director, Strategic Plans Division,
uffice of the Chief of Naval Operations.
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2. Merger of the Bureaus of Aeronautics and Ordnance into
a Bureau of Naval Weapons.
3. Substantial increase of postgraduate training in
specialized fields.
4. Reorganization and realignment of functions within the
uffice of the Chief of Naval operations.
The 180-page report which is the result of a five-month study
has been submitted to the Secretary of the Navy, who says he
will take action on some of the recommendations within the next
month. Since Mr. Franks is Secretary-designate, it is. safe to
assume that he will expedite action on those matters net already
implemented when he takes office. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that some cf the proposals require legislative action.
Therefore, no prediction can be made cf the ultimate effect of
this report upon the Navy. Undoubtedly, however, the work cf
the Comptroller of the Navy will be affected.
Another personnel shift which the President indicated
would be made has not materialized. He said:
I have directed the Secretary of Defense to review
the numbers as well as the activities of personnel of
the various military departments who engage in legis-
lative liaison and public affairs activities in the
Washington area. I have requested that he act, without
impeding the flow of information to the Congress and
the public, to strengthen Defense Department super-
vision over these activities and to move such of these
personnel and activities as necessary into the Office
cf the Secretary of Defense.
I have, in this connection, advised the Secretary ct
my desire that his principal assistant for legislative
liaison be a civilian official. On the recommendation
of the Secretary, I shall nominate a person as Assistant
Secretary of Defense to perform these duties. An As-
sistant Secretary of Defense already holds the responsi-
bility for public affairs activities. 17
17
U. S., President, oj&. til-. P- I2 -
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Studies of these activities were made, but no transfers of
personnel have been effected, although greater control is being
exercised from the office of the Secretary of Defense. The
President did not nominate a new Assistant Secretary. Recently
the intent cf the proposal has been implemented by designation
of a civilian to be Assistant to the Secretary for Legislative
Affairs. The military officer who had held this position will
be subordinate to the civilian.
The most significant realignment of personnel came with
the reconstitution of the Joint Staff and its augmentation from
210 to 400 officers. By executive order the Secretary of
Defense was directed to discontinue the Joint Committee system.
This immediately freed many officers within the Departments from
time-consuming service on Joint Committees and reduced the
personnel requirements in the headquarters of the services. To
counteract this salutory effect, however, a personnel requirement
was levied on each cf the three Departments to fill the ad-
ditional 190 spaces in the Joint Staff. Thus no actual reduction
in personnel was effected, but rather in many instances a
hardship was imposed upon the Departments. The qualifications
of the officers to be assigned to the Joint Staff were such
that key personnel had to be transferred and serious gaps were
left in the headquarters staff. In addition, headquarters
comptrollers felt a monetary pinch, for the 1959 Budget had
allowed no funds to support the enlarged Joint Staff. Each
Department was required to give up some of its own funds to
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fill the deficit. The 1960 Budget rectifies this situation.
It is plain to see that the personnel shifts have not
materially affected the routines of the comptrollers. A few
dollars have been transferred from one account to another.
Personnel allocations have been changed. Procedures, however,
remain the same.
ii££ Appropriation Structure
Another change effected by executive action was a revised
appropriation structure. In his April Message the Chief Ex-
ecutive stated:
Today most of our defense funds are appropriated
not to the Secretary of Defense but rather to the
military departments. The Secretary of Defense and the
Comptroller of the Department of Defense may place certain
limitations on the use of funds by the military departments
Yet they do not have sufficient directive authority over
such expenditures.
This method of providing defense funds has worked
against the unity of the Department of Defense as an
executive department of the Government. I strongly
urge that in the future the Congress make appropria-
tions for this Department in such a fashion as to provide
the Secretary of Defense adequate authority and flexi-
bility to discharge his heavy responsibilities. This need
is particularly acute in respect to his powers of stra-
tegic planning and operational direction.
I have accordingly directed, in consonance with
existing statutory provisions, that the Department's
budget estimates for the I960 fiscal year and there-
after be prepared and presented in a form to accomplish
these ends. 18
The 1960 Executive Budget for the Department of Defense was sent
to Congress in a much simplified form. Table 2 shows the con-
version for Fiscal Year 1960 from the Fiscal Year 1959 pattern.
18




APPROPRIATION ESTIMATES fC3 FY, I960 SHOWING CONVERSION FROM FY 1959 PATTERN
(All amounts in thousands of dollars)
~~^~~'~
Military Personnel Operation and Maintenance Procurement Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Military Construction
1 out u
Appropriation Title Amount Appropriation Title Amount Appropriation Title Amount Appropriation Title Amount Appropriation Title Amount
Deo&rtment of the Army
I person*1' 1 ' Amy Military Personnel, Army 3,31*1063
Li tf,lntenance, Army Operation & Maintenance, Army '3,053,785 [ 1*,215
fct of Equipment & Missiles, Army I Procurement of Equipment & Missiles, Army 1,024,700 Research, Develop., Test & Gval., Army <J *59,300
[^Development, Army r 1^ 573,000
j^rsonnel, Army Reserve Personnel, Army 202,000 1
looal Guard National Guard Personnel, Army 191,961 Oper. & Malnt..





promotion of Rifle Practice Nat'l Board for Promotion of Rifle Pract 300
lance, Alaska Connnuni cation System Oper. & Malnt., Alaska Comm. System 5,676
on, Army
i
Military Construction, Army 3*1,000
Baostructlon, Army Heserve Forces
Military Constr., Army Reserve ForceB
Military Constr., Army National Guard
20,000
11,000
t- 9,357,000 3,708,02* 3,205,761 1,024,700 1,0*6,515 372,000
Department of the Navy
1* persooael, Navy Military Personnel, Navy 2,476,700
Iftrsoanel, Havy Reserve Personnel, Navy 98,000
personnel, Marine Corps Military Personnel, Marine Corps 596,900
|psrsoDi.el, Marine Corps Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps 2*, 300
Care, Havy
' M.2S0
HWroleun Reserves, Navy 2,125
Boosel, General Expenses 94,000
L.Wlde Operations, Navy 13<f,000
Viae Supply & Finance, Navy 317,000
Ba Facilities, Navy 863,071, 9,926
Bgineering, Navy 130,217 483
[B Corp e Troops & Facilities 172,000 800
B a Facilities, Navy 141,889 1,111
Hiellltles, Navy 6*9,637\ a, 363
Corps Procurement Procurement, Marine Corps 135,200 6,800
ft k Related Procurcxant, Havy Aircraft It Related Procurement, Navy 1,950,29* 39,706
Bias * Conversion, Navy Shipbuilding & Conversion, Navy 1,496,200 21,800
Hut of Ordnance ft Ammunition, Navy Procurement of Ordnance 8. Ammo., Havy 56*,069 85,931
Bo a Davelopment, Navy 783,000
By Construction, Naval Reserve Forces Military Construction, Naval Reserve 9,000
Ury Construction, Navy Military Construction, Navy 244,000
fores Profits, Navy (special fund account) Shlpa' Stores Profits, Navy 9,000
b - 11,369,775 3,185,900 2,812,192 *, 1*7, 763 970,920 253,000
Department of the Air Force
B, Kisslles & Related Procurement, Air Force
Aircraft Procurement, Air Force
from A/C, MlsBiles & Related Proc,
from Proc. Other Than A/C & Missiles
Mlaolle Procurement, Air Force
from A/C, MioalleB & Related Proc.
from Proc. Other Than A/C & Missiles
Other Procurement, Air Force
from A/C, Miseiles S> Related Proc.
from Proc. Other Than A/C & Missiles












totient Other Than Alrcrisft 4 msslles, Air Force Research, Develop., Test & Eral., A.F. <
m~ 1 —
National Guard Personnel, Air Force 48,000 Oper. & Malnt., Air National Guard 169,000 Military Construction, Air Nat'l CuardEtloosi uuan
L '
17,000He ——i
search i IWelorraeiH, Air Fo.:? 750,000
^Batloo & f*lnt<[iance, Air Force Operation & Maintenance, Air Force 4,256,800 20,200
^^frly Personnel, Air Force Military Personnel, Mr Force 3, 91*, 000
•tier
tut
re Personnel, Air Force Reserve Peraonnel, Air Force 5*, 000
iry Construction, Air Force
Military Construction, Air Force





otal . 16, 062,200
4,016,000 4,1*25,800 8,175,500 1,149,900 915,000
Office of the. Secretary of Defense
/ 19,775les & Expenses, OSD





lea a Expenses, ARPA Salaries a Expenses, ARPA 455,000





Operation &> Maintenance, Olympic
Winter Games, Department of Defense
400
listing appropriation)
, Department of Defense
Claims, Department of Defense 16,500
Contingencies, Department of Defense
Contingencies, Department of Defense 30,000
Emergency Fund, Department of Defense Emergency Fund, Deparlaent of Defense 150,000
Retired Pay, Department of Defense Retired Pay, Department of
Defense 715,000
Salaries & Expenses, Court of Military Appeals
Salaries 1 &ps., ct. of ml. Appeals 425
Loran Stations. Department of Defense Loran Stations, Dept. of Defense 2^.200
Total - 935,525
715,000 47,325 150,000 23,200






The five headings across the top of the table cover five major
areas of the defense program: Military Personnel; Operation and
Maintenance; Procurement; Research, Development, lest, and
Evaluation;^ A sixth main title covers the revolving and manage-
ment funds.
The change in appropriation structure was felt most in the
Navy. Ten separate appropriations which corresponded closely
to the Bureau organization have been combined under a single
title, Operation and Maintenance, Navy. The former appropria-
tion titles are now budget activities. This change was effected
to place the operation and maintenance functions of the Navy on
the same basis and to give the Navy the same flexibility that
the Army and Air Force have had for several years.
The Air Force Procurement appropriations have been
increased from two to three. The object of this change was to
permit inclusion of funds for all major "hardware" related to
any specific weapon system in one appropriation account. For
example, funds for launchers and ground handling equipment for
missiles will be in the same appropriation as the missiles
themselves.
Each of the three Departments now has an appropriation
for Research, Development, Test and Evaluation. In each case
this appropriation represents a consolidation of at least three
appropriations. More importantly, certain items which formerly
were financed out of Procurement appropriations have now been
budgeted for under Research, Development, Test and Evaluation.
.
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This change had been urged by the House Committee on
Appropriations in order to differentiate more clearly between
procurement and research. It has not been possible in the
Fiscal Year 1960 budget to completely segregate all those pro-
curement items which, although they have passed the research
and development stage, are being procured as prototypes for
test and operational evaluation. Problems have arisen in de-
termining the costs of tooling which should be allocated to
production of prototypes and to production of operational
hardware, since the same tools in all probability will be used
for both. To the extent that amounts associated with develop-
ment, test and evaluation remain in the Procurement appropria-
tions, they are identified as budget activities. The effect
of this transfer makes no net difference in the total fund
requirement, but it decreases the Procurement appropriations
with corresponding increases in the size of the Research,
Development, Test and Evaluation appropriations. Budgets for
future years will show a further shifting of funds as the
transfer is fully implemented.
The objective of the appropriation changes was to make
the Departmental budgets more uniform and comparable and to
permit the Secretary of Defense more flexibility in adminis-
tering the funds authorized to his Department by Congress. It
has been pointed out that Congress in debating the reorganir
zation resisted concentrating too much power over expenditures
in the hands of the Secretary cf Defense. What they will do
about the President's plea to appropriate funds for the
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Department of Defense so as to give the Secretary of Defense
adequate authority and flexibility remains to be seen.
The flexibility may be obtained in two ways. First,
Congress can include liberal transfer authority in the ap-
propriation act. Secondly, if Congress accepts the new ap-
propriation structure, the Secretary of Defense can transfer
funds between budget activities within the same appropriation
without reference to Congress. This situation has previously
obtained in the Operations and Maintenance appropriations of
the Army and Air Force with no apparent deletorious effects.
The iNiavy Bureaus, however, faced with the situation for the
first time, are apprehensive.
Judging from the legislative history of the Reorganization
Act, it is doubtful that Congress will be especially generous
in granting transfer authority. In fact, the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller) took care to emphasize to the Hcuse
Appropriations Committee that the executive branch was not
asking fcr any special authority. He stated: "These changes
do not give the Secretary of Defense any greater or lesser
authority ever the utilization of appropriations for military
functions administered by the Department of Defense than he now
has.-19
In what form the appropriation act will emerge from Congress
is also debatable. The lawmakers are creatures of habit and
19
W. J. McNeil* Assistant Secretary of Defense, Statement
before £he Subcommittee &a Apartment si Qsijm&s. Appropr iations
&f ihfi House CcmmiUee m APfrTPfrrlatigns <m ihs. LU£&1 X&az
I26£ &Jd9£±» February 19, 1959.
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they are familiar with the eld appropriation structure. There
have been no loud rumblings of dissatisfaction, however. Also,
the House Appropriations Committee has held its hearings on
each main appropriation area in turn rather than dealing with
all appropriations for each service separately.
Comptrollers have already encountered many problems and
made many difficult decisions in formulating the Fiscal Year
1960 budget under the new system. But their work is far from
complete, for procedures for administration and control cf
funds appropriated by Congress must be developed.
dm Research ami Sagineeiiaa SAganisaUon
The President's fifth proposal, it will be recalled,
related to research and development. He said:
Referring at this point only to research and develop*
ment, I consider it essential that the Secretary's con-
trol over organization and funds he made complete and
unchallengeable. Only if this is done can he assure
the most effective and economical use of the research
and development resources cf his Department. These
processes are costly in money and skilled personnel;
duplications are therefore doubly damaging.
The Secretary must have full authority to prevent
unwise service competition in this critical area. He
needs authority to centralize, to the extent as he deems
necessary, selected research and development projects
under his direct control in organizations that may be
outside the military departments. I anticipate that most
research activities already under way would continue
within the military departments. Such new undertakings
as require central direction can be centralized with
far less difficulty than projects already assigned to
military departments. 20
Accordingly, he recommended to Congress the establishment cf
the new position cf Director of Defense Research and Engi-
neering. Congress was in complete accord with the i resident
20
U. $., President, &$. £i£. , p. 9
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on this point and not only enacted what he had requested but
went a bit further. The legislative body considered that the
responsibilities of the Director would be of such far-reaching
importance to the Department as a whole that he should be a
member of the Armed Forces Policy Council and so provided in
the legislation.
In addition, Congress took cognizance of possible conflicts
between the authority of the newly created Advanced Research
Projects Agency and the Director of Defense Research and Engi-
neering. The President had specified that the Director would
supervise all research and engineering activities in the
Department of Defense, including those of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency and of the Office of the Director of Guided
Missiles. The Reorganization Act therefore specifies:
The Secretary of Defense or his designee, subject
to the approval of the President, is authorized to
engage in basic and applied research projects essential
to the responsibilities of the Department of Defense in
the field of basic and applied research and development
which pertain to weapons systems and other military
requirements. The Secretary or his designee, subject
to the approval of the President, is authorized to
perform assigned research and development projects: by
contract with private business entities, educational
or research institutions, or other agencies of the
Government, through one or more of the military de-
partments, or by utilizing employees and consultants
of the Department of Defense. *1
Authorization for appropriation of funds to carry out these
21
U. S., Congress, £&. cJLfc. , Sec. 9. (b) (2).
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provisions was also included. To complete the clarification
the Act 22 which brought the Advanced Research Projects Agency
into existence was amended tc conform with the Reorganization
Act.
It is evident, then, that not only will a greater share of
funds for research and engineering be concentrated in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, but the control of such funds ap-
propriated to the individual Departments will rest to a great
extent in the hands of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering. The control has already been felt by the services
in the cancellation recently of several projects which were well
under way. Such peremptory action will probably not be taken in
the future, for new projects will be approved before they are
initiated.
In the future, comptrollers in the Departments can expect
that funds in the Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
appropriations will be more closely scrutinized than ever
before. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) will
find that his responsibilities in this area have increased pro-
portionately to the concentration of authority in the hands of
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
22
U. S. Congress, A& AcJ. £& Authorize Ite Sfigrgtary oi. iU£
Air. Efcrcfi ia Establish and Develop fiexlaia Installations £gx ite
National Security* ami 1& Qsmi&L Certain, Authority on. ite
Se,crataxy &t U&im&&, a&i Los. Sites. E«.&gag&» Public Law 325,
85th Congress, 2d Session, 1958.
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It has been noted that one point of contention between the
President and Congress was the question of how much freedom
should be permitted to the Secretary of Defense in transferring,
reassigning, abolishing, or consolidating functions within his
Department. Congress stood fast on limiting the Secretary*
s
authority in this area and retaining Congressional control over
the functions of the individual Departments by placing
restrictions on the method of transferring functions. These
provisions are spelled out in great detail, and since they are
not particularly pertinent to this discussion, suffice it to
say that they require a report of any contemplated change of
functions to both Houses cf Congress, followed by a specified
waiting period.
There must always be an exception to the rule, and Congress
included three in this section of the Act. The I-resident may
transfer, reassign, cr consolidate functions if he deems neces-
sary in the event cf hostilities or threat of hostilities. The
Secretary of Defense may assign or reassign the development and
operational use of new weapons or weapons systems or may provide
for a single agency to carry cut a supj-ly service activity.
While any change of functions assigned to a Department
will affect ccmptrollership, it is the last exception which
has the most direct impact. The single manager concept is not
new in the Department cf Defense, of course* and the trend is
toward increased use of single managers for supply functions.
The concept came about largely because cf admonishments to the
Secretary cf Defense in previous legislative acts to eliminate
!
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duplication and overlapping within his Department. It is
interesting, however, that Congress chose to be so specific
on the point in the 1958 Reorganization Act. It states:
Whenever the Secretary of Defense determines it will
be advantageous to the Government In terms of effectiveness,
economy, or efficiency, he shall provide for the carrying
out of any supply or service activity common to more than
one military department by a single agency cr such other
organizational entities as he deems appropriate. For the
purposes of this paragraph, any supply or service activity
common to more than one military department shall not be
considered a "major combatant function". . .23
The "transfer of functicns" section has had no application
since the passage of the Act and it is doubtful that any Secre-
tary cf Defense will try to "buck" Congress on changing a major
combatant function. Assignment of weapons and weapons systems
will undoubtedly be more closely controlled than in the past,
and the single manager concept for supply activities will con-
tinue to be implemented. The departmental comptrollers will
have many adjustments to make each time there is a shift in
functions.
The other two areas which will affect budgeting and
comptrollership—the new Joint Staff organization and the new
chain of command for unified/specified commands—are treated
separately in Chapters III and IV. The changes in these areas
present such radical departures from the previous organization,
that procedures are still in the initial planning stage and
speculation as to the final decisions is rife.
23




It is quite apparent that the military comptrollers have
not been merely interested bystanders as the various phases of
the Department of Defense reorganization have been implemented.
They have had to keep actively alert to every slight change
which might affect either their control or budgeting functions.
They have had to make more than the usual last-minute revisions
to their fiscal Year 196C budgets to make them conform with the
new appropriation structure. They have had to reallocate funds
for Fiscal Year 1959 to support the new organization. They
have had to reorganize their own staffs so that better control
might be exercised. They have had to be sufficiently
well-informed tc advise their operational superiors of the
implications of proposed changes. In short, the comptrollers
have been Min on M every phase of the reorganization.
24
This has been more prevalent in the Office of the
Comptroller of the iJavy, where some divisions which had been
organized to conform to the bureau organization had to be
shifted around to accommodate the new appropriation structure.

CHAPTER III
THE ROLE OF THE JOINT STAFF
While all aspects cf the reorganization received a fair
share cf attention, there is little doubt that the unified
command structure and the Joint Staff were the most debated
issues. Headlines such as, "President's Proposal Means
•Prussian-Type' General Staff, "25 were common. Congress took
great care to preclude such a turn cf events by specifying
that one purpose of the Act was: "To provide for the unified
strategic direction of the combatant forces, for their operation
under unified command, and for their integration into an ef-
ficient team of land, naval, and air forces but net to es-
tablish a single Chief of Staff ever the armed forces nor an
overall armed forces general staff. "26 Limiting the size of
the Joint Staff to 400 officers instead of removing the
restriction on size completely, and limiting the tenure of the
Director and the members of the Joint Staff except in time cf
war were additional safeguards.
25
"President's £ reposal Means 'Prussian-Type* General
Staff," V, §. UjHtt. AOd M&X1& afiftCXi. April 25, 1958, p. 80
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In spite of the lawmakers' apprehensions about the
development of a general staff, they concurred in principle
with the President's proposals and a new "chain of command''
was created by the Reorganization Act. An understanding of
the Joint Staff organization will help to show how comp-
trollershlp is affected by the new command relationships.
Organization ai ihs. Jcini 21aii
Even before the passage cf the Reorganization Act,
President Eisenhower directed the Secretary of Defense to dis-
continue the Joint Staff committee system and to strengthen
the Joint Staff by adding an integrated operations division.
Full implementation of this directive could not be carried out
until the limit on the size of the Joint Staff was raised by
legislation. The composition and functions of the Staff were
promulgated some months ago, but actual operation has been
delayed due to time lags in reporting of personnel and to space
problems. The Staff is quite well rounded out now but is oper-
ating under physical handicaps. Construction of suitable
office space is still under way. 27
Tables 3 and 4 show the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Joint
Staff organizations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, supported by
the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, constitute the
immediate military staff of the Secretary cf Defense. Their
duties in detail and relationships with the Office of the
27
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Secretary cf Defense are set forth in Department of Defense
Directives Number 51CC.1 *r\d Number 5158.1 which are included
as Appendix I and Appendix II.
The Joint Staff is now organized to conform with the
organization of the unified commands. The missions of its
various directorates and offices are:
1. The Director for Personnel, J-l, is charged
with providing assistance to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
in personnel planning in support of strategic concepts,
and exercises staff supervision of joint personnel
operations in support cf commands established by the
Secretary of Defense.
2. The Director for Intelligence, J-2, is charged with
assisting the Joint Chiefs of Staff by providing that
intelligence which is required by the Joint Staff and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and which is necessary for
rendering staff intelligence support to the Secretary
cf Defense. The J-2, in common with other organizations
within the intelligence community, has additional responsi-
bilities and relationships provided for in NSC (Rational
Security CounciQ Intelligence Directives (NSCID's).
3. The Director for Operations, J-3, is charged with
providing assistance to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
required for the operational direction of commanders
of commands established by the Secretary of Defense.
4. The Director for Logistics, J-4, is charged with
providing assistance to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
logistics planning in support of strategic concepts,
and exercises staff supervision of joint logistics
operations in support of the commands established by
the Secretary of Defense.
5. The Director for Plans and Policy, J-5, is charged
with providing assistance to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
required for the preparation of joint strategic plans,
current and future strategy, recommendations on broad
integrated research and development programs, and for




6. The Director for Communications-Electronics,
J-6, is charged with providing assistance to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff in communications-electronics planning
in support of strategic and operational concepts and
exercises staff supervision of and control for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff of joint communications
-
electronics operations in support of commands es-
tablished by the Secretary of Defense.
7. The Director for Joint Military Assistance
Affairs is charged with the preparation of plans,
policies, implementing directives and reports for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff on matters pertaining to the
Military Assistance Program.
8. The Director for Programs is charged with
assisting the Joint Chiefs of Staff by providing program-
ming and budgeting information in order that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff may be informed of the order of magni-
tude, costs, and implications of major programs.
9. The Joint Advanced Study Group (JASG) is an
agency of the Joint Chiefs of Staff organization under
the Director of the Joint Staff, charged with studying
the military aspects of national security in light of
the advancements of the atomic age in science and
technology, considering the effect of such concepts
upon the military art, and, based thereon, preparing
studies and recommendations on military matters which
may be used by planning agencies of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and of the Services. 28
From the foregoing it is evident that the Joint Programs
Office is the one which will have the greatest influence upon
budgeting and the work of the military comptrollers. The
organization of the Joint Irrograms Office is shown in Table 5,
The specific functions of the Office are:
1. Develop the criteria for costing the program and
fiscal aspects of major weapon systems.
28
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2. Develop a method for reviewing and evaluating
programs or plans of the commanders cf commands es-
tablished by the Secretary of Defense in terms of an
order of magnitude cost.
(a) After completion of such review recommend
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the programming guidance
which shall be furnished the unified and specified
commands. In the making of such recommendation,
it will be necessary to determine from the military
departments the amount and kind of support available.
(b) Based on this guidance the commanders of
unified and specified commands will submit their
amended plans or programs.
(c) Based on the above data the military
departments can prepare budgetary estimates based
on unified and specified command requirements, add
their own support requirements and submit the
composite budget estimate for analysis and review
through normal departmental channels.
3. Provide a mechanism for Secretary cf Defense
review of military programs and objective plans without
the necessity cf detailed budget processes and reviews.
(The proposed programs and costs will be reviewed by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff who will then submit to the
Secretary of Defense their recommendations of the forces
to be maintained and the distribution, by general order
of magnitude, of available resources as a basis for




4. Prepare recommendations on program and budget
guidance tc assist the Secretary cf Defense in issuing
his budget guidance to the individual Military De-
partments.
5. Provide such ether program and fiscal information
to the Joint Staff as may be required. 29
It is obvious that these functions place great responsi-
bility on the personnel of the Joint Programs c ffice, spe-
cifically those in the Programs Division. The staff is small*










impossible, therefore, for this group to become involved in
details of budgeting. Besides, further guidance to the Joint
Programs Office specifies that it shall achieve and maintain
close liaison with the military departments and the office of
the Secretary of Defense and that preparation of reports,
analyses, and evaluations will be based upon and derived from
program plans and budget estimates of the military departments
and will not be a substitute fcr or replacement of existing
channels and procedures for program and budgetary planning by
the departments. How, then, is this office to fulfill its
mission of providing the Secretary of Defense with the
guidance which he requires?
The officers in the Joint Programs Office are still
wrestling with an approach tc this knotty problem. No so-
lution has been agreed upon, although various plans are under
discussion. It is too late for them tc exercise any influence
on the Fiscal Year 1960 Budget, but it is hoped that procedures
will be sufficiently well developed to be of assistance to the
Secretary of Defense in formulating the Fiscal Year 1961
Budget.
A Csacept
As a point of departure and to illustrate some of the
problems which must be resolved, one possible procedure is
presented here. This concept seems quite logical and feasible,
and while it undoubtedly will not be adopted in its entirety,
it appears quite certain that any procedure which eventually
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is developed will contain some elements of this plan.
The first job to be done is to develop criteria for
costing major weapons systems. The starting point involves
defining a major weapons system in terms that are acceptable
to all the services. This in itself is a Herculean task. A
group of definitions which are currently under discussion
are shown in Table 6 to illustrate the complexity of the
problem. Then, cost criteria which will be uniform through-
out the Department of Defense must be determined. It is
suggested that these might follow the new appropriation
structure. They would be:
1. Personnel^
2. Operation and Maintenance
3. Procurement
4. Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation
5. Military Construction
6. Miscellaneous.
Once the definition of a weapons system and the cost
criteria have been agreed upon, the services will be asked
to cost their major weapons systems. While previous costing
30
This would include all personnel—military and




DEFINITION OF A WEAKENS SYSTEMS
a fleapgos System
is a combination of:
(1) a weapons organization including a weapons system
augmentation where applicable;
a combat support organization;
a combat service support organization;
overhead structure where directly identifiable with
the weapons system.
A WftflPftn
is an instrument or mechanism designed to operate in a
given environment for the purpose of applying force to
an opponent.
A Weap&n Qomjfrat Organization
consists of men and material designed to employ a weapon,
A Weapons ^yalem Augmentation
consists of a weapon and associated appurtenances
designed to augment the capabilities of a weapon
organization but such an augmentation has no independent
capabilities when detached from the weapons organization
A Weapons Organization Froaran*
consists of the sum total of all of the same type
weapons organizations, including the applicable
training activities, military construction, research,
development, test and engineering activities necessary
for their creation and operation.
A Support Organization
is an organization of men and material designed to
perform a clearly defined function in support of a
weapons organization. It may be either a combat support
organization or a combat service support organization
which is not designed as an instrument of combat.
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reports have been based more on fiscal than on military aspects,
they will serve as a guide for comparison with those under the
new system until more adequate data can be compiled. More
accurate costing data will be acquired year by year through
experience until eventually the Joint Programs Office will be
able to furnish the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of
Defense with reliable information. This aim will be achieved
in part by having the Departments cost their major weapons
systems at least annually so that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
will have up-to-date information on which to base their con-
siderations and decisions.
In addition to costing information, the Joint Programs
Office will need to have program supporting information. How
is the weapons system organized? Is it a division or a
squadron? What is its table of organization and what equipment
does it use? What are its annual operating costs? How many
units of this weapons system have been programmed? In de-
veloping their recommendations the Joint Programs must also
know the logistic, operational, and strategic implications of
each system, particularly in regard to accuracy and reliability.
In this connection organizations such as the Weapons System
Evaluation Group and the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project
will be of inestimable help. The other sections of the Joint
Staff and the services can also supply information. With such
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data at hand, programs can be adjusted upward or downward
on the basis of units and more practical results will be
achieved.
Having developed a mechanism for costing major weapons
systems uniformly, the Joint Programs ffice is still faced
with the problem of how the other military programs can be
presented to the Secretary of Defense in a simple and compa-
rable form. At the present time there are 4CC-odd major
military programs. This large number is completely unwieldy
for purposes of consideration by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Secretary of Defense. The Departments will be
requested, therefore, to develop functional programs re-
flecting their total effort and to keep the total number of
programs down to about fifteen per Department, .-hile this
seems like an impossible task, a small group of Uavy officers
experimented with dividing the Davy's total effort into such

















Cost criteria, similar to those for the weapons systems,
will be developed and the military Departments will be requested
to cost each functional program. The completed data will be
submitted to the other sections of the Joint Staff for study
of implications in their areas of responsibility.
The Joint Programs Office will then consolidate all the
information on weapons systems and functional programs into
concise form for Joint Chiefs of Staff review and evaluation.
Once the programs are approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
they will serve as the basis for formulation of budget guidance
recommendations by the Joint Programs Office to the Secretary
of Defense.
The really knotty problem facing the Joint Programs Office
is that of the unified and specified commands. The Reorgani-
zation Act specified that these commands should be established
by the President through the Secretary of Defense with the
advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This has
been done. The unified commands and their component commands
are:
1. European (Paris)
a. U. S. Army Europe (Heidelberg)
b. U. S. Air Forces Europe (Wiesbaden)
c. U. S. Naval Forces, Eastern Europe and
Mediterranean (London)
2. Pacific (Hawaii)
a. U. S. Army Pacific (Ft. Shafter, T. H.
)
b. U. S. Pacific Fleet (Pearl Harbor)




a. U. S. Atlantic fleet (Norfolk)
4. Caribbean (Quarry Heights, Canal Zone)
a. U. S. Army Caribbean (Ft. Amador, Canal Zone)
b. 15th Naval District (Ft. Amador, Canal Zone)
c. Caribbean Air Command (Albrook, Balboa)
5. Alaskan (Anchorage)
a. U. S. Array Alaska (Ft. Richardson)
b. Alaskan Sea Frontier (Kodiak)
c. Alaskan Air Command (Elmendorf)
6. Continental Air Defense (Colorado Springs)
a. Army Air Defense Command (Ent Air Force Base)
b. Naval Forces (CL.<iAD) (Ent Air Force Base)
c. Air Defense Command (Ent Air Force Base)
In addition, there are two specified commands: Strategic Air
Command (Omaha) and Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic and
Mediterranean (London). These commands are actually the
same as existed before the Reorganization Act was passed, the
former "joint" commands now being "unified" commands. The
difference lies in the chain of command. Formerly one De-
partment was designated by the Secretary of Defense as "ex-
ecutive agent" for a joint command and had the primary
responsibility for its operation. Hence, the chain of com-
mand was diverted through the service Secretaries and service
Chiefs. Under the new law unified and specified commanders
are responsible to the President and the Secretary of Defense
for such military missions as may be assigned to them. The
former "executive agents" have responsibility only for the
support of the forces, and each military Department is re-
sponsible for the administration of its own forces which are
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assigned to such commands. Table 7 shows the new relationships.
This poses a bit of a dilemma since the unified and speci-
fied commanders have sole command responsibility for their com-
mands and yet the funds to accomplish their missions must come
from the military Departments. Congress wisely placed an
important safeguard in the law—that forces assigned tc unified
and specified commands**! may not be transferred therefrom
except by the authority of and under procedures established
by the Secretary of Defense with the approval of the (-'resident.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff must recommend to the Secretary
of Defense the force structure of the unified commands. Theo-
retically this has always been the situation, but actually the
Joint strategic Objectives Han has never contained realistic
force tables. Each service has determined its requirements
independently of the others and the resulting force structure
has been all out of proportion to what the nation can support.
Hence, the first step in budget planning for these commands
must be tc determine the force structure and to issue an
approved Joint Strategic objectives Plan.
n the basis of his assigned mission and approved force
structure, each unified commander will be asked to formulate
his requirements ano forward them to the Joint Staff. The
31
Henceforth, for the sake of brevity, the word "speci-
fied" will be omitted and the word "unified" may be construed

























Joint Programs office will be the monitoring office and will
send these requirements to the other sections of the Joint
Staff for study of the logistic, operational, and strategic
aspects. Throughout the analysis and review the requirements
will be measured against the Joint Strategic objectives Plan.
hen the review is complete, the Joint Programs Office will
forward the requirements to the individual services for
costing in accordance with the criteria already established.
The services will be requested to cost also their programs
which support the unified commander's requirements and these
which do not support them. The resultant package which the
Joint Programs Office receives back will represent the entire
picture for each service costed in three parts—the unified
commander's requirements, the support available, and the other
non-supporting programs.
It is hoped that at this point a preliminary estimate
of the total military budget will be available
—
passed down
from the President, through the Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the Joint Programs office. On the
basis of the cost data received the Joint Programs office can
review the combined total effort of the Departments in the
light cf anticipated funds. Thus, more intelligent recom-
mendations for the unified commander's guidance can be prepared
in conjunction with the ether elements of the Joint Staff and
sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for approval. At the same
time as the approved program guidance goes back to the unified
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commanders, it will also be sent to the military Departments
for advanced planning purposes.
The unified commander will revise his program requirements
to conform with the guidance received and resubmit them to the
Joint Staff. The Joint Frograms Office will then prepare recom-
mendations concerning the programs and costs of the military
Departments in a format that will permit study by the Secre-
tary of Defense without the necessity of detailed budget
processes and reviews. These recommendations will be in terms
of "order of the magnitude"—in terms of forces and their dis-
tribution among the commands. The Joint Chiefs of Staff will
present their approved recommendations to ihe Secretary of
Defense as their best military advice in terms of national
defense.
The approved recommendations will also be returned to the
Joint trcgrams office in order that preparation of program and
budget guidance for the military Departments may go forward.
This guidance will not be in terms of money, but rather force
levels, tempo of operations, support needed, and personnel
ceilings.
The budget guidance to the Departments likewise will be
reviewed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It will be the responsi-
bility of the Secretary of Defense to issue the guidance to
the Departments, incorporating into it monetary limitations
and any political angles he deems necessary. The Departments
will then proceed with the preparation of a detailed budget
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based upon their own requirements and these of the unified
commanders. The budget cycle will remain as at present.
Several factors are vital to the success of this plan.
Foremost is the need for uniformity. This involves a meeting
of minds on cost criteria and definitions of major weapons
systems and functional programs. Unless all concerned speak
the same language the system will never work.
Of equal importance is the determination of a really
sound Joint Strategic Objectives Han in order that the unified
commanders will have a firm basis for formulation of requirements
The staffs of these commanders must be organized so that they
can readily and efficiently translate the program guidance re-
ceived from the Joint Chiefs of Staff into requirements.
The personnel of the Joint Programs Office must achieve
objectivity. The decisions made by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Secretary of Defense will be only as good as the infor-
mation they receive. Therefore, the information must be relia-
ble and must have been tested against all viewpoints.
Another factor is the time cycle. While the Joint Chiefs
of Staff are net actually in the budget cycle, this system
results in inserting another layer in the budget formulation
process. The phases in which the Joint Programs Office is
involved must take place prior to the budget cycle. It seems
inevitable that the determination of requirements will be made,
at least initially, two to three years in advance of the budget
to which they pertain. A question then arises as to how
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realistic they can be. Certainly extreme caution must be used
by all concerned to achieve objectivity. In addition, every
effort must be made to shorten the time cycle.
Another point to be emphasized is that neither the Joint
Programs Office nor the unified commanders should step over
into the actual field of budgeting. At present they do not
have the staffs for it, and even if their staffs were suf-
ficiently augmented to handle budgeting, it would be a senseless
waste. The comptroller's organizations in the three Departments
are adequately manned and adequately trained to do the actual
budgeting.
It has been suggested that it might be simpler if the
unified commands were supported entirely from Office of the
Secretary of Defense funds. One major objection to this, of
course, is that given in the preceding paragraph. The primary
missions of the Department of Defense and the unified com-
manders are policy-making and military operations respectively.
They should not become too deeply involved in financial matters
of an administrative nature. Secondly, only the individual
service has complete and accurate cost data about its own
weapons systems.
The plan presented here undoubtedly has other weaknesses
which will not be revealed until it is put in operation. It
will, however, enable the Joint Programs Office to fulfill its
mission and presents one possibility for "getting the show on
the road. H Although careful planning is of utmost importance,
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the continued unsettled international situation makes it




THE ROLE OF THE UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMANDERS
The question new arises as to what the role of the unified
or specified commander in budgetary matters will be under the
new chain of command. The command responsibility has been made
very clearcut in the Reorganization Act, but in order to carry
out his mission the commander must have adequate men and ma-
terial. True, the law also is specific on the point of support
being furnished by one of the Departments, but the chain of
command leads directly to the Secretary of Defense, so the
commander cannct call upon the responsible Department directly
for support.
It must be assumed that some system similar to that outlined
in the preceding chapter will be established in the Joint Staff.
How will the unified commander organize his staff to fit into
this system?
A Concept
As in the case of the Joint Staff, there are many ideas on
how the unified commander will determine his requirements.
Whatever system is evolved may require modifications for each
command, for each possesses very individual characteristics.




awaiting instructions, which must come, of course* from the
Secretary of Defense.
Proceeding under the assumption that the system discussed
in Chapter III will be used, the unified commander's first
step will be to request from component commanders a statement
of requirements based on such preliminary guidelines as may have
been received from the Secretary of Defense or through the
Joint Strategic objectives Plan. The component commanders may,
if they desire, request their subordinate units to submit data
on requirements. Since, however, submissions to the Secretary
cf Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff will be in terms of
requirements only, it probably will not be necessary to require
information from the lowest echelons.
After the component commander's requirements have been
consolidated in one package, they will be reviewed for the
unified commander by a Review Advisory Group. This group will
be composed of representatives of approximately branch chief
level from various divisions of the unified commander's staff
plus a comptroller representative from each component command.
The review will be conducted at the headquarters of the com-
ponent command and will be similar in nature to a budget
hearing, with individuals concerned appearing to defend their
stated requirements. The Advisory Group will review each
component commander's requirements in turn from the standpoint
of the overall picture and will attempt to eliminate any dupli-
cation or overlapping of effort.
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After any necessary revisions or adjustments, the
requirements of all of the component commanders will be
reviewed at unified command headquarters by a group at a
higher echelon. This Unified Commander's Advisory Group will
be comprised of division directors or their deputies from
each of the major staff divisions. Except in unusual situ*
ations where a special testimony is required, the presentation
and justification will be made by the Review Advisory Group.
While component commanders' requirements are being
assembled and reviewed at the lower level, the comptroller
of the unified command will be working on any special or
support requirements not included in the component commanders*
programs. He will then combine his estimates with these of
the component commanders so that the senior Advisory Group
is presented with a single uniform document for review. All
the way through the planning process the comptroller and his
staff will stand ready to advise or assist those in subordinate
commands as required.
Following approval of the combined statement of re-
quirements by the Unified Commander's Advisory Group, the
commander himself will review and approve the submission. It
will then be forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Secretary of Defense where it will be treated as explained
in Chapter III.
It will be recalled that under the plan in Chapter III
the unified commander will submit a preliminary statement of
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requirements which will be reviewed by the Joint Programs
uffice. un the basis of that group's recommendations the
Joint Chiefs of Staff will determine firm program guidance to
be passed back to the unified commander. The latter will then
recompute his tentative requirements and submit a final
statement to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for inclusion in the
overall budget planning. The implication is that the planning
and review cycle at unified command level will have to be run
through twice. It is anticipated that the preliminary step
will be unnecessary once a smooth functioning system is es-
tablished and the Joint Programs Office has reliable planning
data available. In any event, the unified commander may choose
to make the preliminary estimate of requirements in his own
headquarters or, at least, to eliminate one or both of the
reviews
.
One further step at unified command level will serve
greatly to expedite budget planning in the Departments. If
copies of the firm requirements as approved by the unified
commander are sent to the three Departments, either from
headquarters or through the component commanders, the service
comptrollers can begin incorporating them into their overall
budgets. It is especially important that the service having
support responsibilities be notified. Although it should be
fully understood that the unified commander's requirements
are still subject to change by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
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the Secretary of Defense, the services will not be working
completely in the dark.
lbs. Military Assistance frrpflcam
There is one special type of programming for which the
unified commander has responsibility and which should have
separate mention. This is the Military Assistance Program,
which is covered by its own legislation. Table 8 shows the
Organization for Development of Military Assistance Frograms.
It is apparent that the dual "chain of command " running to
the Departments of State and Defense complicates the planning
procedures. It will be noted also that unified commanders
by-pass the Joint Chiefs of Staff in reporting to the Secre-
tary of Defense.
Responsibility for the Military Assistance Program is
assigned to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and unified commanders
as follows:
The Joint Chiefs of Staff in accordance with its
statutory responsibility shall provide the Secretary of
Defense with military advice on military assistance
matters. Among other things, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
will recommend military and force objectives; maintain
surveillance to insure that the Military Assistance
Program is in consonance with U. S. global security
plans; and, recommend priorities of allocation for
available material resources. 32
Commanders of Unified Commands shall, with respect
to the Military Assistance Program in their respective
areas, correlate military assistance planning with
32
U. S., Department of the Air Force, information and
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U. S. military plans, and supervise and direct the
development of estimates of country requirements and
program recommendations by the MAAG's [Military
Assistance Advisory Groups). Unified Commands will
subsequently review such estimates and make pertinent
recommendations to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(ISA) and the Military Departments. 33
Channels of communication on Military Assistance Program
matters within the Department of Defense are very clearly
defined:
The channel of communication with unified and
specified commands on matters relating to the military
assistance program shall be directly between those com-
mands and the Secretary of Defense. The Assistant
Secretary of Defense (ISA) is assigned staff responsi-
bility as to such matters, and he is authorized to
communicate directly as to them with commanders of
unified and specified commands. All directives and
communications of the Assistant Secretary to such com-
mands, the military departments or the military as-
sistance advisory groups, which pertain to military
assistance affairs and have strategic or military
operational implications, shall be coordinated with
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Conversely, all Joint
Chiefs of Staff directives and communications to
the unified and specified commands, the military
departments or the military assistance advisory groups,
which pertain to military assistance affairs, shall be
coordinated with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(International Security Affairs) 3*
While it is clear that no substantive change can be made
by the Department of Defense in Military Assistance programming,
it appears that it would be not only feasible but extremely




U. S. , Department of Defense Directive, Assistant
.jxx fil Defense lloifiroaUooal Security affairs),
Number 5132.2, February 27, 1959.
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for the Military Assistance Program to the Joint Staff along
with those of their own commands. Within the Joint Staff,
the Director for Joint Military Assistance Affairs has responsi-
bility for formulating military assistance program guidance and
recommending country and service apportionment of these programs
for use by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Submitting both unified
command and Military Assistance Program requirements together
would facilitate the review of Military Assistance Program
plans to insure that they are in consonance with the United
States military plans. The Director of Programs would have the
benefit of the advice of the Director for Joint Military As-
sistance Affairs at the time he is reviewing the overall
military picture. The Military Assistance Program is a vital
part of the national security effort and it is fitting that it
be included as a portion of the complete picture.
DISCISSION
There is nothing complicated about the system presented
here for planning by the unified commander. The main thing
is that it is. a system which is adaptable to each of the
unified commands and which gives the commander the necessary
control over his various component commands.
It was mentioned earlier that each of the unified com-
mands possesses individual characteristics. The Commander in
Chief Atlantic is the most unique in that he has no Army cr
Air Force units assigned to his command. Furthermore, he is
both unified and component commander. The specified commands,
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of course, are quite similar to the Atlantic Command. While
the other unified commands have component forces from each cf
the services, they differ widely in mission and in geographic
area. The Air Defense Command is consolidated on one base,
the European Command is scattered over the whole of a conti-
nent, and the Pacific Command is dispersed over the vast area
of the world's largest ocean. Obviously, coordination of
requirements in the latter is more of a problem than in the
others, and more review levels may be required.
The feeling at the Atlantic Command Headquarters is that
whatever system is instituted they will proceed very much as
they have in the past. The only change will be in receipt of
program guidance from and submission of requirements to the
Joint Chiefs cf Staff. A simplified version of the system
outlined above is already used in that Command. In the
European Command the problems of planning under the new chain
of command have been under study since before the enactment of
the Reorganization Act. The Comptroller in this command has
been visiting the various component commands during the past
few months in order that he may sit in on planning sessions
and be prepared to implement any procedures which are decided
upon by the Secretary cf Defense. The only unified command in
which requirements planning as such has been done is the Air
Defense Command. This has not been too satisfactory because
these requirements could net be reviewed in relation to those




It has been advocated by some that the unified commanders
submit actual budgets rather than requirements. It is net at
all unreasonable that an individual who has the sole responsi-
bility for carrying out such an important mission should also
want control of the purse strings. There are too many obstacles
in the way of a unified command budget, however. Three princi-
pal objections have previously been mentioned—the necessity
for augmenting the unified command staffs, the needless dupli-
cation of the Departmental comptroller organizations, and the
lack of up-to-date cost data in the unified command. It is
anticipated that even submission of consolidated requirements
by the unified commander will lengthen the planning cycle by
about a year. Submission cf a budget would undoubtedly intro-
duce a still greater time lag.
Under the plan outlined here, however, each unified
commander will have control over planning and establishing
requirements for all elements cf his command within the
program guidelines set by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. There
are sufficient safeguards in the Reorganization Act to assure
that he will get the money, men, and material he needs to
carry out his approved programs. Furthermore, submission of
requirements by all unified commanders in a uniform manner as
to weapons systems and functional programs will facilitate
their review and comparison in the Joint Staff and their
incorporation into the overall budget in the Departments.

t>6
It is quite safe tc say that program requirements submitted
in this fashion and approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Secretary of Defense are not going to be seriously
contested by any of the services.

CHAPTER V
THE ROLE OF PENTAGON COMPTROLLERS IN BUDGETING
FOR UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMANDS
The budgetary functions of the military Departments have
been clearly defined in a recent directive issued by the
Secretary of Defense. It directs that the military Departments,
under their respective Secretaries, shall
:
. . . prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense
budgets for their respective departments; justify
before the Congress budget requests as approved by
the Secretary of Defense; and administer the funds
made available for maintaining, equipping, and training
the forces of their respective departments, including
those assigned to unified and specified commands; such
advice, in the case of component commanders of unified
commands, will be in agreement with the plans and
programs of the respective unified commanders. 35
This delineation of responsibility substantiates the position
taken in the two previous chapters that actual budgeting shall
be done in the military Departments.
The role of the Comptroller of the Department of Defense
is made equally explicit. The pertinent directive assigns to
him the following functions:
1. Supervise and direct the preparation of the budget
estimates of the Department of Defense.
2. Establish and supervise the execution of:
a. Principles, policies and procedures to be
3b
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followed In connection with organizational
and administrative matters relating to:
(1) The preparation and execution of the budgets;
(2) Fiscal, cost, operating and capital property
accounting;
Progress and statistical reporting; and
Internal audit.12)
b. Policies and procedures relating to the expendi-
ture and collection of funds administered by the
Department of Defense.
3. Establish uniform terminologies, classifications and
procedures in all such matters.
4. Evaluate (including audit and inspection in the field
in accordance with Secretary of Defense memorandum
dated August 17, 1957) the administration and manage-
ment of approved policies and programs.
5. Recommend appropriate steps (including the transfer,
reassignment, abolition and consolidation of functions)
which will provide in the Department of Defense for
more effective, efficient and economical administration
and operation, will eliminate unnecessary duplication
or will contribute to improved military preparedness.
6. Such other functions as the Secretary of Defense
assigns.
Nothing in this directive conflicts with the procedure outlined
in Chapters III and IV.
Hew, then, do the service and Department of Defense comp-
trollers fit into the proposed planning cycle for the unified
commands?
A Concept
The Department of Defense Comptroller, of course, will be
the principal adviser to the Secretary of Defense in the review
of all recommendations on program and budget guidance submitted
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff from the Joint Ircgrams
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Office. While these recommendations will be based on costing
data received from the military departments, the submissions
to the Secretary of Defense will be in a streamlined format
on an order of magnitude basis. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
review will have been made from a military viewpoint. The
Secretary of Defense review must take into consideration
political and monetary aspects as well. The tests for budget-
ary feasibility will be applied by the Comptroller.
Since the Department of Defense Comptroller is directed
to establish uniform terminologies, classifications, and pro-
cedures, the determination of uniform cost criteria for
weapons systems and functional programs by the Joint Programs
Office will mean that one obstacle has been overcome. The
Department cf Defense Comptroller will be able to easily
compare the recommendations pertaining to each Department and
the service comptrollers will already have uniform costing data
at hand when budget guidance is received from the Department
of Defense.
It has been stated that the actual budget cycle and budget
formulation procedures will remain unchanged. The military
comptrollers cannot wait until they receive firm guidance from
the Secretary of Defense to begin work on a budget. This will
still be true, but they will be aided by the data which they
have already compiled for the Joint Programs Office. In
addition to having already coated functional programs and
weapons systems, they will submit an overall cost picture at
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the time they cost the requirements of the unified commanders.
Also, they will be kept informed of tentative unified command
requirements as planning goes forward. Thus they will have at
hand most of the building blocks in readiness for construction
of the budget when the final blueprints are received.
The role of the comptroller in planning for component
forces of unified commands will not change appreciably. The
Secretary of Defense has left the way clear for component
commanders tc communicate directly with their parent services,
specifying only that their advice must not be in conflict
with that of the unified commanders. Any advice received
from the component commander must be regarded as just that
and nothing more, of course. Official guidance on program
requirements for the unified commands must come directly from
the Secretary cf Defense.
Also, the Reorganization Act provides that each military
Department shall be responsible for the administration of the
forces assigned from its Department to unified commands. The
Secretary of Defense Directive states that the Departments,
under their respective Secretaries, shall "organize, train and
equip forces for assignment to unified commands. "36 Hence,
the comptroller's planning, management, and control functions





The elimination of "executive agents M has not had any
appreciable effect upon the comptrollership function. In each
case the former "executive agent" has been assigned support
responsibility for the same unified command. The supporting
service now has no control over the command and the channel
of communication is through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but it
is doubtful that in actual practice procedures will change
much.
The proposed system for costing criteria by weapons
systems and functional programs may necessitate some changes
in accounting. The extent of such changes cannot be predicted
without a more thorough knowledge of present accounting systems,
The fact that the cost criteria suggested follow the appropri-
ation structure should minimize problems. Oa the other hand,
submission of requirements by unified commanders in the same
format used by each Department should greatly facilitate con-
solidation of all pieces of the budget into a whole.
It appears, then, that though official channels have been
changed considerably by the Reorganization Act, the service
comptroller will continue to operate pretty much as he has been
doing. Information will continue to be channeled both from
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the unified or component com-
manders so that he will be able to do his planning on a tenta-
tive basis on about the same schedule as previously. The most
noticeable change will be the concentration of greater control
over budgeting for unified commands in the Office of the
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Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and greater





On January 19, 1959 the President sent his annual Budget
Message to Congress. In summarizing the progress made in
implementing the Department of Defense reorganization, he
indicated that he was well pleased with all that had transpired
since he submitted his proposals about nine months before. He
stated:
I expect the new organization to provide more
effective leadership, help to eliminate duplication,
and develop an integrated research and development
program.
The job ahead is to develop within this organizational
framework the management relationships that will improve
the decision-making process, clearly fix responsi-
bilities, and provide to all agencies of the Department
a full understanding of the broad national requirements
that determine cur military policy. The attainment of
this objective will provide the teamwork that is es-
sential for the continued maintenance of an effective
and, at the same time, economical defense effort. 37
By these words the Chief Executive also revealed that there is
a long and difficult road yet to be traversed before the ob-
jectives of the reorganization are reached. The general
37
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direction cf the journey has been determined, but there is nc
map as yet tc direct the way.
For this reason, this paper probably would have served
a more useful purpose had its writing been delayed for at least
a year. Everything new (April 1959) is in a state of flux.
Directives cf a general nature establishing organizational
relationships and assigning functions have been issued. The
procedures to carry out the functions for the most part, how-
ever, have not been formulated. It has been extremely difficult
to separate fact from opinion and probability from wishful
thinking.
nevertheless, it cannot be denied that all comptroller*
ship functions at all echelons have been or will eventually be
affected In some way. Emphasis in this paper has been on
budgeting aspects. The other responsibilities assigned to the
military comptroller by law—accounting, progress and statisti-
cal reporting, and internal audit38—must net be overlooked.
Every organizational change, no matter how slight, will change
an accounting entry, the form of a report, or an auditing pro-
cedure.
Six main areas of the reorganization which affect the
work cf comptrollers have been discussed here. Just as it
cannot be said with certainty what the effects will be,
38
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likewise there is no assurance that this list is all-inclusive.
Emergence cf a firm procedure in one area may set off a chain
reaction which will bring to light entirely new aspects.
Although Congress turned a partially deaf ear to the
Presidents earnest plea for granting the Secretary of Defense
greater authority and flexibility in the discharge of his
responsibilities, the Reorganization Act did pave the way for
him to hold a tighter rein oh his team. Because of this, some
general trends in the comptrcllership field appear certain.
First, greater control will be centralized in the hands
of the Assistant Secretary cf Defense (Comptroller). With
decisions about assignment of research and engineering projects
and weapons and weapons systems being made by the Secretary cf
Defense, it can be expected that guidance on budgeting and
control of funds in these areas passed down by the Department
of Defense Comptroller to the Departmental comptrollers will be
very explicit. Nor will the service comptrollers have much
leeway in budgeting for the unified commanders* programs. The
decision-making process for comptrollership functions will take
place at the Department of Defense level. The big task for
the service comptroller will be to meld the various elements
of guidance into a cohesive and sound financial plan for his
Department. As the ladder of the chain cf command is descended,
the exercise of discretion by the comptroller at each succeeding
echelon will decrease, and the job will become more a mechanical
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exercise in carrying cut established policies and procedures.
The second trend is toward uniformity. The new appropria-
tion structure is one indication of this. Another is the re-
quirement that the Joint Programs Office develop cost criteria
for weapons systems. Whether the concept proposed in this
paper or something entirely different is adopted, uniformity
must be achieved in order that the Joint Programs Office may
present its recommendations to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
the Secretary of Defense in a simple and concise form. If
the Office of the Secretary of Defense is to be the central
clearing house, all submissions to it must be in the same
language. There will be no room for interpreters.
A third trend, feared by many, is flexibility in the use
of funds. Some believe that the power of the Secretary of
Defense to transfer funds between budget activities within the
new appropriation structure is merely the first step. The
Bureau of the Budget favored presenting the Fiscal Year 1960
Budget with single appropriation titles covering funds for all
three Departments. This would permit transfer of funds between
services, an eventuality vehemently opposed by the military
Departments. Personnel in the Office of the Secretary of Defense
state quite convincingly that no further consolidation of ap-
propriations is being considered at this time. So, while such
a development is net outside the realm of possibility, it can
be dismissed from mind for the foreseeable future.
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The Reorganization Act has had great import for the
comptroller organization, and conversely, the comptroller has
an important role to play in the implementation of the Act.
One writer summed it all up quite well as follows:
Posed against the potential growth of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff as a defense policy-maker is the
increasing effectiveness of the managerial controls
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the most
important of which are still the budget procedures
of the comptroller's office. The President proposed
a substantial increase in the statutory powers of
the comptroller. Although the Vinson committee denied
his request, there is little doubt that the comptroller's
power will continue to grow. 39
Although it has not been possible to evaluate to the fullest
extent the position of the comptroller in the new organization,
it is hoped that this discussion will be of some value in stimu-
lating thought about the problem areas.
39
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Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Functions of the Department of Defense and
its Major Components
Refs: (a) DoD Directive 5100.1, "Functions of the Armed Forces
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff", March 16, 1954
(cancelled herein)
(b) DoD Directive 5158. 1, "Organization of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and Relationships with the Office of the
Secretary of Defense"
I. INTRODUCTION
Congress, in the National Security Act of 1947, as amended,
has described the basic policy embodied in the Act in the following
terms:
"In enacting this legislation, it is the intent of Congress
to provide a comprehensive program for the future security
of the United States; to provide for the establishment of inte-
grated policies and procedures for the departments, agencies,
and functions of the Government relating to the national secur-
ity; to provide a Department of Defense, including the three
military departments of the Army, the Navy (including naval
aviation and the United States Marine Corps), and the Air
Force under the direction, authority, and control of the
Secretary of Defense; to provide that each military depart-
ment shall be separately organized under its own Secretary
and shall function under the direction, authority, and control
of the Secretary of Defense; to provide for their unified direc-
tion under civilian control of the Secretary of Defense but not
to merge these departments or services; to provide for the
establishment of unified or specified combatant commands,
and a clear and direct line of command to such commands; to
eliminate unnecessary duplication in the Department of Defense,
and particularly in the field of research and engineering by
vesting its overall direction and control in the Secretary of
Defense; to provide more effective, efficient, and economi-
cal administration in the Department of Defense; to provide
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for the unified strategic direction of the combatant forces, for
their operation under unified command, and for their integration
into an efficient team of land, naval, and air forces but not to
establish a single Chief of Staff over the armed forces nor an
overall armed forces general staff. "
To provide guidance in accordance with the policy declared by
Congress, the Secretary of Defense, with the approval of the President,
hereby promulgates the following statement of the functions of the
Department of Defense and its major components.
II. ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE
1. All functions in the Department of Defense and its component
agencies are performed under the direction, authority, and control of
the Secretary of Defense.
2. The Department of Defense includes the Office of the Secretary
of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the military departments and
the military Services within those departments, the unified and specified
commands, and such other agencies as the Secretary of Defense estab-
lishes to meet specific requirements.
a. In providing immediate staff assistance and advice to the
Secretary of Defense, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, though separately identified and organized, function
in full coordination and cooperation in accordance with Reference (b).
(1) The Office of the Secretary of Defense includes the
offices of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, the
Assistant Secretaries of Defense, and the General Counsel and such
other staff offices as the Secretary of Defense establishes to assist
him in carrying out his duties and responsibilities. The functions of
the heads of these offices shall be as assigned by the Secretary of
Defense in accordance with existing laws.
(2) The Joint Chiefs of Staff, as a group, are directly
responsible to the Secretary of Defense for the functions assigned to
them. Each member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, other than the Chairman,
is responsible for keeping the Secretary of his military department fully





b. Each military department (the Department of the Navy
to include naval aviation and the United States Marine Corps) shall be
separately organized under its own Secretary and shall function under
the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense. The
Secretary of a military department shall be responsible to the Secre-
tary of Defense for the operation of such department as well as its
efficiency. Orders to the military departments will be issued through
the Secretaries of these departments, or their designees, by the Secre-
tary of Defense or under authority specifically delegated in writing by
the Secretary of Defense or provided by law.
c. Commanders of unified and specified commands are
responsible to the President and the Secretary of Defense for the
accomplishment of the military missions assigned to them. The chain
of command runs from the President to the Secretary of Defense and
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the commanders of unified and
specified commands. Orders to such commanders will be issued by
the President or the Secretary of Defense, or by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff by authority and direction of the Secretary of Defense. These
commanders shall have full operational command over the forces
assigned to them and shall perform such functions as are prescribed
by the Unified Command Plan and other directives issued by competent
authority.
3. The functions assigned hereinafter may be transferred, re-
assigned, abolished or consolidated by the Secretary of Defense in
accordanoe with the procedures established and the authorities provided
in the National Security Act of 194-7, as amended.
III. FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
As prescribed by higher authority, the Department of Defense shall
maintain and employ armed forces:
1. To support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
2. To insure, by timely and effective military action, the security
of the United States, its possessions, and areas vital to its interest.
3. To uphold and advance the national policies and interests of
the United States.
4. To safeguard the internal security of the United States.
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IV. FUNCTIONS OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
The Joint Chiefs of Staff, consisting of the Chairman; the Chief
of Staff, U.S. Army; the Chief of Naval Operations; and the Chief of
Staff, U. S. Air Force, and supported by the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, constitute the immediate military staff of the Secretary
of Defense. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are the principal military advisers
to the President, the National Security Council, and the Secretary of
Defense. The Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps has coequal status
with the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on matters which directly
concern the Marine Corps. In performance of their functions of advising
and assisting the Secretary of Defense, and subject to the authority and
direction of the President and the Secretary of Defense, it shall be the
duty of the Joint Chiefs of Staff:
1. To serve as advisers and as military staff in the chain of
operational command with respect to unified and specified commands,
to provide a channel of communications' from the President and Secre-
tary of Defense to unified and specified commands, and to coordinate all
communications in matters of joint interest addressed to the commanders
of the unified or specified commands by other authority.
2. To prepare strategic plans and provide for the strategic
direction of the armed forces, including the direction of operations
conducted by commanders of unified and specified commands and the
discharge of any other function of command for such commands directed
by the Secretary of Defense.
3. To prepare integrated logistic plans, which may include
assignments to the armed forces of logistic responsibilities in accord-
ance with such plans.
4. To prepare integrated plans for military mobilization.
5. To provide adequate, timely, and reliable joint intelligence
for use within the Department of Defense.
6. To review major personnel, materiel, and logistic require-
ments of the armed forces in relation to strategic and logistic plans.
7. To review the plans and programs of commanders of unified
and specified commands to determine their adequacy, feasibility, and
suitability for the performance of assigned missions.
8. To provide military guidance for use by the military depart-
ments and the armed forces as needed in the preparation of their
respective detailed plans.
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9. To participate, as directed, in the preparation of combined
plans for military action in conjunction with the armed forces of other
nations.
10. To recommend to the Secretary of Defense the establishment
and force structure of unified and specified commands in strategic areas.
11. To determine the headquarters support, such as facilities,
personnel, and communications, required by commanders of unified and
specified commands and to recommend the assignment to the military
departments of the responsibilities for providing such support.
12. To establish doctrines for (a) unified operations and training
and (b) coordination of the military education of members of the armed
forces.
13. To recommend to the Secretary of Defense the assignment of
primary responsibility for any function of the armed forces requiring
such determination and the transfer, reassignment, abolition, or con-
solidation of such functions.
14. To prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense, for infor-
mation and consideration in connection with the preparation of budgets,
statements of military requirements based upon United States strategic
considerations, current national security policy, and strategic war plans.
These statements of requirements shall include tasks, priority of tasks,
force requirements, and general strategic guidance for the development
of military installations and bases and for equipping and maintaining
military forces.
15. To advise and assist the Secretary of Defense in research
and engineering matters by preparing: (a) statements of broad strategic
guidance to be used in the preparation of an integrated Department of
Defense program, (b) statements of overall military requirements; (c)
statements of the relative military importance of development activities
to meet the needs of the unified and specified commanders, and (d)
recommendations for the assignment of specific new weapons to the
armed forces.
16. To prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense for infor-
mation and consideration general strategic guidance for the development
of industrial mobilization programs.
17. To prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense military
guidance for use in the development of military aid programs and other
actions relating to foreign military forces, including recommendations
for allied military force, materiel, and facilities requirements related
to United States strategic objectives, current national security policy,
strategic war plans, and the implementation of approved programs; and
to make recommendations to the Secretary of Defense, as necessary,
for keeping the Military Assistance Program in consonance with agreed
strategic concepts.
18. To provide United States representation on the Military Staff
Committee of the United Nations, in accordance with the provisions of
the Charter of the United Nations, and representation on other properly
authorized military staffs, boards, councils, and missions.
19= To perform such other duties as the President or the
Secretary of Defense may prescribe.
V. FUNCTIONS OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS AND THE
MILITARY SERVICES
The chain of command for purposes other than the operational
direction of unified and specified commands runs from the President to
the Secretary of Defense to the Secretaries of the military departments.
The military departments, under their respective Secretaries and
in accordance with Sections II and IV, shall:
1. Prepare forces and establish reserves of equipment and
supplies for the effective prosecution of war, and plan for the expansion
of peacetime components to meet the needs of war.
2. Maintain in readiness mobile reserve forces, properly
organized, trained, and equipped for employment in emergency.
3. Provide adequate, timely, and reliable departmental intelli-
gence for use within the Department of Defense.
4. Organize, train, and equip forces for assignment to unified
or specified commands.
5. Prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense budgets for
their respective departments; justify before the Congress budget re-
quests as approved by the Secretary of Defense; and administer the
funds made available for maintaining, equipping, and training the forces
of their respective departments, including those assigned to unified and
specified commands. The budget submissions to the Secretary of Defense




things, of the advice of commanders of forces assigned to unified and
specified commands; such advice, in the case of component commanders
of unified commands, will be in agreement with the plans and programs
of the respective unified commanders.
6. Conduct research, develop tactics, techniques, and organiza-
tion, and develop and procure weapons, equipment, and supplies essen-
tial to the fulfillment of the functions hereinafter assigned.
7. Develop, garrison, supply, equip, and maintain bases and
other installations, including lines of communication, and provide
administrative and logistical support for all forces and bases.
8. Provide, as directed, such forces, military missions, and
detachments for service in foreign countries as may be required to
support the national interests of the United States.
9. Assist in training and equipping the military forces of foreign
nations.
10. Assist each other in the accomplishment of their respective
functions, including the provision of personnel, intelligence, training,
facilities, equipment, supplies, and services.
The forces developed and trained to perform the primary functions
set forth hereinafter shall be employed to support and supplement the
other Services in carrying out their primary functions, where and when-
ever such participation will result in increased effectiveness and will
contribute to the accomplishment of the overall military objectives. As
for collateral functions, while the assignment of such functions may
establish further justification for stated force requirements, such assign-
ment shall not be used as the basis for establishing additional force re-
quirements.
A. Functions of the Department of the Army
The Department of the Army is responsible for the prepara-
tion of land forces necessary for the effective prosecution of war except
as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with integrated mobilization
plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of the Army to
meet the needs of war.
The Army, within the Department of the Army, includes land
combat and service forces and such aviation and water transport as may
be organic therein.
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1. Primary Functions of the Army
a. To organize, train, and equip Army forces for the
conduct of prompt and sustained combat operations on land -- specifi-
cally, forces to defeat enemy laftd forces and to seize, occupy, and
defend land area.
b. To organize, train and equip Army air defense
units, including the provision of Army forces as required for the de-
fense of the United States against air attack, in accordance with doctrines
established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
c. To organize and equip, in coordination with the other
Services, and to provide Army forces for joint amphibious and airborne
operations, and to provide for the training of such forces, in accordance
with doctrines established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
(1) To develop, in coordination with the other Services,
doctrines, tactics, techniques, and equipment of interest to the Army
for amphibious operations and not provided for in Section V, paragraph
B 1 b (3) and paragraph Bid.
(2) To develop, in coordination with the other Services,
the doctrines, procedures, and equipment employed by Army and Marine
Forces in airborne operations. The Army shall have primary interest
in the development of those airborne doctrines, procedures, and equip-
ment which are of common interest to the Army and the Marine Corps.
d. To provide an organization capable of furnishing
adequate, timely, and reliable intelligence for the Army.
e. To provide forces for the occupations of territories
abroad, to include initial establishment of military government pending
transfer of this responsibility to other authority.
f. To formulate doctrines and procedures for the
organizing, equipping, training, and employment of forces operating
on land, except that the formulation of doctrines and procedures for the
organization, equipping, training, and employment of Marine Corps
units for amphibious operations shall be a function of the Department
of the Navy, coordinating as required by Section V, paragraph B 1 b (3).
g. To conduct the following activities:





(2) The authorized civil works program, including
projects for improvement of navigation, flood control, beach erosion
control, and other water resource developments in the United States,
its territories, and its possessions.
(3) Certain other civil activities prescribed by law.
2. Collateral Functions of the Army -- To train forces:
a. To interdict enemy sea and air power and communi-
cations through operations on or from land.
B. Functions of the Department of the Navy
The Department of the Navy is responsible for the preparation
of Navy and Marine Corps forces necessary for the effective prosecution
of war except as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with integrated
mobilization plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of
the Navy and Marine Corps to meet the needs of war.
Within the Department of the Navy, the Navy includes naval
combat and service forces and such aviation as may be organic therein,
and the Marine Corps includes not less than three combat divisions and
three air wings and such other land combat, aviation, and other services
as may be organic therein.
1. Primary Functions of the Navy and the Marine Corps
a. To organize, train, and equip Navy and Marine Corps
forces for the conduct of prompt and sustained combat operations at sea,
including operations of sea-based aircraft and land-based naval air
components -- specifically, forces to seek out and destroy enemy naval
forces and to suppress enemy sea commerce, to gain and maintain general
naval supremacy, to control vital sea areas and to protect vital sea lines
of communication, to establish and maintain local superiority [including
air) in an area of naval operations, to seize and defend advanced naval
bases, and to conduct such land and air operations as may be essential
to the prosecution of a naval campaign.
b. To maintain the Marine Corps, having the following
specific functions:
(1) To provide Fleet Marine Forces of combined
arms, together with supporting air components, for service with the
Fleet in the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases and for the
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conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution
of a naval campaign. These functions do not contemplate the creation
of a second land Army.
(2) To provide detachments and organizations for
service on armed vessels of the Navy, and security detachments for
the protection of naval property at naval stations and bases.
(3) To develop, in coordination with the other
Services, the doctrines, tactics, techniques, and equipment employed
by landing forces in amphibious operations. The Marine Corps shall
have primary interest in the development of those landing force doc-
trines, tactics, techniques, and equipment which are of common inter-
eat to the Army and the Marine Corps.
(4) To train and equip, as required, Marine Forces
for airborne operations, in coordination with the other Services and in
accordance with doctrines established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
(5) To develop, in coordination with the other
Services, doctrines, procedures, and equipment of interest to the
Marine Corps for airborne operations and not provided for in Section V,
paragraph Ale (2).
c. To organize and equip, in. coordination with the other
Services, and to provide naval forces, including naval close air-support
forces, for the conduct of joint amphibious operations, and to be re-
sponsible for the amphibious training of all forces assigned to joint
amphibious operations in accordance with doctrines established by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
d. To develop, in coordination with the other Services,
the doctrines, procedures, and equipment of naval forces for amphibious
operations, and the doctrines and procedures for joint amphibious
operations.
e. To furnish adequate, timely, and reliable intelli-
gence for the Navy and Marine Corps.
f. To organize, train, and equip naval forces for naval
reconnaissance, antisubmarine warfare, and protection of shipping, and
mine laying, including the air aspects thereof, and controlled mine field
operations.




h. To provide sea-based air defense and the sea-based
means for coordinating control for defense against air attack, coor-
dinating with the other Services in matters of joint concern.
i. To provide naval (including naval air) forces as
required for the defense of the United States against air attack, in
accordance with doctrines established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
j. To furnish aerial photography as necessary for
Navy and Marine Corps operations.
2. Collateral Functions of the Navy and the Marine Corps
-- To train forces:
a. To interdict enemy land and air power and communi-




b. To conduct close air and naval support for land
c. To furnish aerial photography for cartographic
d. To be prepared to participate in the overall air effort
e e To establish military government, as directed,
pending transfer of this responsibility to other authority.
C. Functions of the Department of the Air Force
The Department of the Air Force is responsible for the
preparation of the air forces necessary for the effective prosecution of
war except as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with integrated
mobilization plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of
the Air Force to meet the needs of war.
The Air Force, within the Department of the Air Force, in-
cludes aviation forces, both combat and service, not otherwise assigned.
1. Primary Functions of the Air Force
a. To organize, train, and equip Air Force forces for
the conduct of prompt and sustained combat operations in the air -~
specifically, forces to defend the United States against air attack in
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accordance with doctrines established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to
gain and maintain general air supremacy, to defeat enemy air forces,
to control vital air areas, and to establish local air superiority except
as otherwise assigned herein.
b. To develop doctrines and procedures, in coordination
with the other Services, for the unified defense of the United States
against air attack.
c. To organize, train, and equip Air Force forces for
strategic air warfare.
d. To organize and equip Air Force forces for joint
amphibious and airborne operations, in coordination with the other
Services, and to provide for their training in accordance with doctrines
established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
e. To furnish close combat and logistical air support to
the Army, to include air lift, support, and resupply of airborne opera-
tions, aerial photography, tactical reconnaissance, and interdiction of
enemy land power and communications.
f. To provide air transport for the armed forces, except
as otherwise assigned.
g. To develop, in coordination with the other Services,
doctrines, procedures, and equipment for air defense from land areas,
including the continental United States.
h. To formulate doctrines and procedures for the
organizing, equipping, training, and employment of Air Force forces.
i. To provide an organization capable of furnishing
adequate, timely, and reliable intelligence for the Air Force.
j. To furnish aerial photography for cartographic
purposes.
k. To develop, in coordination with the other Services,
tactics, techniques, and equipment of interest to the Air Force for
emphibious operations and not provided for in Section V, paragraph
B 1 b (3) and paragraph bid.
1. To develop, in coordination with the other Services,





2. Collateral Functions of the Air Force -- To train forces:
a. To interdict enemy sea power through air operations.
b. To conduct antisubmarine warfare and to protect
shipping.
c. To conduct aerial mine-laying operations.
VI. CANCELLATION
Reference (a) is cancelled.
VII. EFFECTIVE DATE
This Directive is effective immediately.
Secretary of Defense
\




Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
Relationships with the Office of the Secretary
of Defense
Reference: (a) DoD Directive 5158. 1, "Method of Operation
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Their Relation-
ships with Other Staff Agencies of the Office
of the Secretary of Defense," July 26, 1954
(canceled herein)
(b) DoD Directive 5100.1, "Functions of the
Department of Defense and its Major
Components"
PURPOSE
The Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 and
the President's Message to the Congress of April 3, 1958,
set forth general policies, procedures, and organizational
relationships required for the effective direction of the
entire defense establishment.
The President's Message singles out the accomplishment
of the following objective as one of the paramount duties
of the Secretary of Defense, acting with the advice and
assistance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and under the super-
vision of the Commander in Chief:
"Strategic and tactical planning must be completely
unified, combat forces organized into unified com-
mands, each equipped with the most efficient
weapons systems that science can develop, singly




This directive implements the Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1958 and the President's
Message of April 3, 1958, with respect to the organi-
zation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and relationships
with the major offices in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, i. e. , those of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, the Assistant Secretaries
of Defense, the General Counsel, the Assistants to the
Secretary of Defense, and the heads of other offices
established by the Secretary of Defense.
The functions of the Department of Defense and its
major components have been set forth in Reference (b).
II. RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES
A. The duties of the Chiefs of the military services
as members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall take
precedence over all of their other duties. To insure
that the Chiefs of the military services have adequate
time to devote to their duties as members of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, they shall delegate appropriate duties
to their Vice Chiefs.
E. The Joint Chiefs of Staff shall, in discharging
their responsibilities, avail themselves of the most
competent and considered thinking that can be obtained
representing every pertinent point of view, including
scientific, industrial, and economic as well as
military.
C. To insure that planning and operations will be of
the highest order:
1. All elements of the organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff shall cooperate fully and
effectively with appropriate offices of the
Office of the Secretary of Defense. In all
stages of important staff studies, the organi-
zation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall avail
itself of the views and special skills in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense. As a
normal procedure, specialized data necessary
for the preparation of such studies will be
obtained from or through the appropriate
offices of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
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2. The Directors of the various Directorates of
the Joint Staff shall maintain active liaison
with appropriate offices of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. This shall include,
but not be limited to, the exchange of informa-
tion, interchange of technical advice, and
guidance for mutual .benefit. The heads of
offices in the Office of the Secretary of Defense
shall maintain similar liaison and make repre-
sentatives available to meet formally or in-
formally with appropriate members of the
organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
D. Directives and orders to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
will be issued by the Secretary or the Deputy Secretary
of Defense. Requests to the Joint Chiefs of Staff or to
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, involving
action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, may be issued by
responsible officials of the Office of the Secretary of
Defense in accordance with authority specifically
delegated by the Secretary of Defense.
E. Development of strategic and logistic plans will
be based on the broadest concepts of overall national
interests, and personnel of the organization of ti"-e Joint
Chiefs of Staff shall be selected with due regard for
their competency and ability to support such interests.
F. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall
have the authority and responsibility for:
1. Serving as a member of and presiding over the
Joint Chiefs of Staff
2. Providing the agenda for meetings of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and assisting them to prosecute
their business as promptly as is practicable.
3. Furnishing the Secretary of Defense with periodic
progress reports on important items of current
interest being considered by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
4. Keeping the Secretary of Defense informed on
issues upon which agreement among the Joint
Chiefs of Staff has not been reached, and
forwarding to the Secretary of Defense the
recommendations, advice, and views of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, including any divergen-
cies.
5. Arranging for the provision of military advice
to all offices of the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
6. Making arrangements to relieve the Joint Chiefs
of Staff of matters of lesser importance.
7. Organizing the Joint Staff and the subordinate
structure of the organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to insure that they are designed
to accomplish efficiently the tasks to be assigned.
8. Managing the Joint Staff and its Director on behalf
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The term manage means
to conduct, to guide, and to administer the work of
the elements affected, and to insure that the work is
performed in a manner that will permit the Secretary
of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to discharge
their total responsibilities. The Joint Staff shall
perform such duties as the Joint Chiefs of Staff or
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff prescribes.
9. Keeping the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed, as
appropriate, concerning any matter that is
referred by the Chairman to the Secretary of
Defense with a recommendation that it be
assigned to a military department for considera-
tion or action.
10. Appointing consultants to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
from outside the Department of Defense, subject
to the approval of the Secretary of Defense and
with the advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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G. The selection of the Director, Joint Staff, and of
the members of the organization of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff shall be as follows:
1. The Director, Joint Staff, shall be selected and
his tenure fixed by the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, in consultation -with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and -with the approval of the
Secretary" of Defense. The normal tenure
of the Director will be two years; any exten-
sion of this tenure may not exceed one year
except in time of war.
2. The members of the organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff shall be selected by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff with the approval of the Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
H. The duties and manner of operation of the
Operations Deputies will be prescribed by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
I. In order to carry out the objectives of paragraph
II, C, above, the Director, Joint Staff, and appro-
priate heads of offices in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense have the specific duty and authority of
insuring that there is full cooperation between their
respective agencies.
III. CANCELLATION
Reference (a) is canceled.
IV. EFFECTIVE DATE
This Directive shall be effective immediately.
Secretary of Defense
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